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III. A description of Biyyâdiy Arabic, with notes on Axrasiy Arabic. 

The Biyyädiyyah are a fully settled bedouin tribe living in and around the 
villages of Blr al'Abd (4,490 souls), Mb'ah (3,414 souls), Nagllah (2,960 
souls), Amm 'Ugbah (2,007 souls), Xirbah (4,100 souls), and Gtayyi' in the 
northwest of Sinai736. Members of this tribe make a living raising small cattle 
(a waning activity executed by girls and older women) and fishing on the 
Bardawll lagoon. A disproportionally large number737 of the men work as civil 
servants, teachers, doctors etc., while an increasing number of men and women 
make a living in the expanding agricultural sector.738 

According to one popular story, they derive their name from 
whitewashing the Ka'bah at one time in history. Their neighbours in the town 
of Blr al'Abd and towards the north and east are the Dawägrah with whom they 
have a protector-protected relationship739. To their west live the Axärsah in 
Bälüdah, Sittah Uktübar (formerly named Abu Hamra), Rummänah, and 
Suhada, the 'Alawiyyah in Gatyah, and the 'Ayäydah in Abu 'Urüg. Their 
neighbours to their southwest are the 'Agâylah in the villages south of Bälüdah: 
adDab', Söhat, Karâmah, Abu Glüd, alHmêsah. The Masâ'ïd live to their west 
in öilbänah on the main road to the ferry of alGantarah Sarg on the Suez 
Canal, and the Samâ'nah in Gatyah (in the area named alGanâyin). 

736 

737 

738 

739 

Subsections ('asâ'ir) of the Biyyädiyyah are: Hrüs in Räb'ah (3,000 souls), Darâhsah 
(2,500) in Gasr Awêt, Mawâlkah in Nagllah and Gtayyi' (2,000), Krèmât in Amm 
'Ugbah (1,300). The Rabäy'ah in alXirbah {Abu Sa'dän) (1,000), Maräigah in Blr 
al'Abd (800-1,000), Zawäydah in Sir al'Abd (1.000), the Mrâbiyyln (who are part of 
the Mawâlkah) in Gtayyi', the Yamäniyyah in Nagllah (300). The numbers of 
inhabitants listed in the main text are field survey estimates done by Garpad/Atkins in 1989 
quoted from EUROCONSULT (1992), E.13. As these figures reflect the numbers of 
inhabitants including Egyptian settlers and members of other tribes, they can only partly 
represent the numbers of members of the Biyyädiyyah. The numbers listed in brackets in 
this footnote are estimates of members of families of the Biyyädiyyah in these villages 
obtained from a Biyyâdiy. After testing him on verifiable numbers (i.e. total numbers of 
inhabitants), his estimates proved to be quite reliable. He estimated e.g. 3,000 for Nagllah, 
less than 2,000 for Amm 'Ugbah, 5,000 for Blr al'Abd. 
For more information, cf. ATTAYYIB (1993), pp. 605-9. 
That is as compared to men of other tribes. 
Traditionally mainly rainfed agriculture of watermelons and dates (groundwater), but 
increasingly also other crops by means of drip irrigation in plots reclaimed from the desert. 
Oral information from a notable Biyyâdiy. Traditionally, Htëm tribes enjoy protection, cf. 
BAILEY (1991), p. 359, fn 14, and SUQAYR(1916),pp. 123-5, 674. 
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The Biyyädiyyah are quite numerous740 and are locally considered to be a 
strong tribe, a large part of whom have received university training in Egypt 
proper during the Israeli occupation741 of Sinai, which must have influenced 
their speech. The dialect of the Biyyädiyyah (which will be referred to here as 
BA), and to a lesser extent that of the Axârsah (henceforth AxA), on which 
numerous remarks have been included in this chapter, bear striking similarities 
to the dialect of the eastern Sarqiyyah1^ (eSA) as described in ABUL FADL (1961) 
(his area 2), WOIDICH (1979), and BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985a/b, 1987). We shall 
see that this group III stands directly opposite group I in the regional dialect 
spectrum. Similarities and differences with eSA, which are used to classify the 
dialects in the conclusion of this study (cf. C. V. d. Bundles of identified 
isoglosses in northern Sinai), are mentioned in footnotes to the relevant 
paragraphs. 

ATTAYYIB (1993), p. 607, reports that many Biyyädiyyah have settled in 
numerous locations in the Sarqiyyah. Of the Axàrsah many families may found 
in Egypt proper, and also in the Sarqiyyah, where some of them have settled in 
Kafr Saqr and azZaqäziq (cf. ibid., p. 611). 

740 

742 

As reported by VON OPPENHEIM (1943), Band II, p. 141, they are the most numerous of the 
"Gatya tribes", which is still true today. 
EUROCONSULT (1992), E.19 reports that in the village of Nagïlah 80 of the male inhabitants 
hold a university degree. 
ATTAYYIB (1993). p. 608 reports that throughout history the Biyyädiyyah have had the 
highest level of education. He mentions that there are more than 20 doctors, many 
engineers, 18 university professors, several teachers, and army- and police officers. 
Like the Biyyädiyyah, many of the Axârsah are also reported to hold positions as civil 
servants, professors, doctors, teachers and engineers; in terms of education, of the tribes in 
northern Sinai they are said to be second to the Biyyädiyyah only, cf. ATTAYYIB (1993), p. 
611. 
"The term al-Gafär was given to the sandy district in north Sinai between Egypt proper and 
Palestine." The eastern part of lower Egypt with the metropolis Bilbës (Bilbeis) was also 
known as alHawf. cf. CAMMÄR (1944), p. 19, fn 1. 
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1. Phonology. 

1.1.1. 
The inventory of consonantal phonemes of BA: 

plosive affricate fricative nasal late rai trill semivowel 

V vi V vi V vi V v) V vl V vl V vl 

bilabial b m vv 

labio-dental ƒ 

interdental 

emphatic d 

alveolar d t z s n / r 

emphatic t (l) s / (r) 

postalveolar è s 

palatal y 

velar g k g X 

uvular (q) 
pharyngeal < h 

glottal (') h 

v = voiced, vl = voiceless 

In the inventory of consonant phonemes of AxA the plain (i.e. non-
emphatic) interdentals t and d are present, but these are phonologically 
marginal, since in the majority of cases reflexes for *t and *d are plosives t and 
d respectively. 

1.1.2. 
The most striking feature of BA phonology is the presence of the 

emphatic interdental Idl as the reflex for both *d and *d, in combination with 
the absence of the interdental reflexes for *t and *d, for which BA has plosive 
reflexes Itl and /dP4i: e.g. yumrut "squash", talâta "three", xad "he took", yubdur 

743 BA is one of the few Arabic bedouin dialect in which interdentals are only partially 
retained, cf. FISCHER/JASTROW (1980), p. 50, 4.1.4. Interdentale, and FERGUSON (1959), p. 

630. 
Other dialects in which interdentals have developed less predictably are e.g. Bahama 
Arabic, the dialect of Bahrayn, where *d became d, *d became d, but *( became ß Thus 
häda "this", duhr "afternoon", and falâfa "three". And in the Siirt-dialects of Anatolia the 
three interdentals all have labio-dental reflexes, whereas the dialects of fox (of the Mardin 
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"sow", hâda "this (m.)". Compare this to the interdental reflex of *d in bed 
"eggs", and of *d in dahr "back". 

In AxA the interdental reflexes of *t and *d have almost completely been 
replaced by the plosives t and d, e.g.: atarhum "their tracks", ba'at "he sent", 
tard "second, another", hâda "this (m. sg.), dïb "hyena", xad "he took", dabaht 
"I slaughtered", but also kitlrih "many (f. sg.)", talat t-ushur "three months", 
dxudha "I take it (f. sg.)", and xudhe (t) "take it (f. sg.)!", ddkar "male".744 

But the stops t and d occur much more often as reflexes of *t and *d, and 
even in the same lexemes, e.g.: talâtih "three", atar "tracks", ba'at "he sent", 
tâni "second", dabah "he slaughtered", xad "he took", hâda "this (m. sg.)", hâdi 
"this (f. sg.)" (of which the last two never have interdentals). 

In K-forms (usually loans from CaA) z: muhâfya "governorate", 
hajfaiühum "they taught them" (both BA), b i^abt "exactly" (AxA). 

Examples of forms with d recorded in BA: mutawâdi'ïn "behaving (m. 
pi.) modestly and humbly", il'adha "(the Feast of) Immolation". In a K-form: 
bar du "also", and in poetry dalllln il'ugül "those with straying minds". 

In K-forms the sibilants 5 and z may be the reflexes of *t and *d 
respectively. BA examples: masalan "for instance", and in loans from CA 
'asarat 'alëh "she found him", sabät "stability", and bizr "seed". Examples of 
CA loans in AxA: asbit "I establish", izzakâ' ahçârig "extraordinary intelligence". 

In two instances the regular reflex for *d is d : idra "sorghum", and also 
ma dugtis (~ ma dugtis) "I did not taste" was recorded745 (both in BA). 

1.1.3. 
The reflex of *q is voiced g, like in all of northern Sinai.746 

dialects), and of Bdhzâni (of the Tigris group) both have sibilants, cf. JASTROW (1978), pp. 
35-9. 
Cf. also remarks on the dialect of óazzah in the second part of chapter V in this study, 
where ( and d are reported to be the reflexes of *t and *d, while d is the merged reflex of 
*rfand *d. 
Reflexes of *t and *d in eSA aie t and d, and *d and *d have a merged reflex in the 
emphatic plosive d. Cf. ABUL FADL (1961), pp. 261, and 273-4. 
W. Marçais, "Trois textes arabes d'El-Hämma de Gabès", in Journal Asiatique (Paris: 
1932), p. 220, quoted in FISCHER (1959), p. 78, noted the same d < d change, and even in 
the same verb: dâg (< *däg) "he tasted", and also in dkar (< *dakar) "male". 
In eSA *q has a g reflex as well, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 259, and map 3 (p. 302), Cf. 
BEHNSTEDTAVOID1CH (1985b), maps 6-8, 15. 

745 

746 
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In loans from CA q for *q, e.g. (BA): ya Qayyüm "oh Everlasting (one of 
the epithets of God)", awqât im'ayyâna "specific times", miqyâs "measure", 
'uinqu "its (m. sg.) depth", mulâqïh "you (will be) meeting with him". In AxA: 
ilQâhira "Cairo". 

1.1.4. 
The BA and AxA reflex for CA *g is g (I.P.A. [$]), but the tip of the 

tongue is nearer to the alveolar ridge resulting in less of a resonance cavity 
created by the blade of the tongue.747 When directly preceding alveolar 
consonants n, I, t, d, y and r much of the friction in the release is lost, yielding a 
sound between [d] and [dy], and [d] with a lateral release when followed by /: 
magmü' [mpdy'mu:c] "group", igtama'u [sdy'tpmacu] "they gathered (together)", 
riglï [rid' li:] ([d] with a lateral release) "my leg", [ady'ne:h] "pound". When I gl 
is realized intervocalically in allegro speech, only minimal articulatory contact, 
if any, may be realized, the result being almost [y] with hardly any friction: 
hâgât [hae:'dya;:t] "things", ragil t'radyil] "man", and also agdâd [cy'daeid] 
"ancestors". 

1.1.5. 
A few isolated instances of glottalization of t were heard in BA, but this 

was not nearly as regular as in group I. In AxA no glottalization of t was heard. 

1.1.6. 
In BA and AxA: sa'al, yis'al "ask"; ras "head"; yäkul "he eats"; 'èla 

"family"; tâyir "flying"; mèfa "cylindrical oven dug into the ground used for 
baking bread"; wakkal, ywakkil "feed". 

In BA and AxA ' is of a phonotactic nature, like in group I, e.g. one may 
hear: # 'ahlu "his family, but râh I ahlu "he went to his family", # "id "hand", 
but f-ldi "in my hand" (BA and AxA). But ' may be heard in loans from CA as 
a reflex of *', e.g.: lawla 'atatna "if she had not come to us", iza kànat Hard 

gawiyyih "if the soil is hard" (both BA). 

In some cases ' may be heard for *q in loans from CaA, as in intu 

galtämnfi l'isim "you people in the police precinct are at fault" (in a telephone 

conversation with a civil servant) (BA). 

747 In eSA we have a similar § reflex for *g. Cf. ABULFADL (1961), p. 189, and map 5 (p. 304), 
woiDICH (1979), p. 77 "[g] wird hier [•••] apiko-dental gesprochen", and 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 10-12, 15. 
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In BA and AxA glottalization in pause was not recorded; forms with 
reflexes of final *-â(') are: 'dsa "dinner" (BA,AxA), gada "lunch" (BA), âni 
"I" (BA, ~ few instances of ana in AxA), bi'ddna "we want" (BA,AxA), gdfa 
"ne.ck"(BA), hdwa "love" (AxA), and verb forms mdsa "he went" (BA, AxA), 
'dta "he gave"(SA), rdma "he threw" (BA), gada "administration of law" 
(AxA). 

1.1.7. 

Much like the situation in group I, e.g. gmäsa [gma:Jeh i] "cloth", irkab 
['rekab] "knees", glayyle # [glay:Ieh] "little (f. sg.)", mayye [may;Eh] "water", 
grayyib [gKiyiib] "neai"îgrab ['igrab] "watersacks".748 

In two instances noted in BA the spread of velarization caused *d to 
become velarized d, and in this form the reflex of *d survived as d, instead of 
the expected d: îdra "sorghum", and also ma dugtis (~ ma dugtis) "I did not 
taste" was recorded. If these forms were not loaned in these shapes, the 
conclusion must be that BA did have plain (i.e. non-emphatic) interdentals (in 
any case d) at an earlier stage. 

1.1.8. 
For BA and AxA: grär [dyiarr-] (< *'agrâr) "waterjugs", but zrâ'a ['ZT&-Sa.h] 

"agriculture", drû' [draî:î] "arm", grâya ['graî:yeh] "reading", hrät [hras.'t] 
"ploughing" (all < *Cirâ+). 

'ärif ['îa:nf] "knowing", särib ['Jœinb] "lip", ilbärih [d'basireh] 
"yesterday", but räkib [fa:kib] "riding", räyih ['fO:yeh] "going". 

1.1.9. 
No remarks for BA and AxA. 

1.1.10 
Devoicing like in group I. 

748 For eSA such velarization is also reported, cf. ABULFADL (1961), p. 170, WOIDICH (1979), p. 
77, and BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 25-34. 
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1.2. Vowels. 

1.2.1. 
The inventory of vowel phonemes for BA and AxA contains five long 

vowels and three short vowels749: 

Long vowels: l û short vowels: i u 
ê ô 

1.2.2.1. 
When in a neutral position, III will be I.P.A. [i:]: blr [bi:r] "well", mln 

[mim] "who?". When preceded by back spirants (X), lowering occurs in the 
initial stage through an on-glide, but usually the opposition III - III is 
maintained.750 

Instances of off-glides caused by following emphatics: gablt [yp'bi:0*] "saddle", 
bid [bi:°§] "white (pi.)". 

When stressed and especially when followed by sibilants, lël may have a 
slight off-glide towards [a], and when followed by an emphatic, a stronger off-
glide towards [a]: Bilbês [bil'be:3s] "Bilbeis (name of a town in the Sarqiyyah)", 
'es [ce:8J] "bread", and bed [be:°S] "eggs". 

1.2.2.2. 
loi and lui are quite stable in BA and AxA, but some overlapping with loi 

may occur when Id/ is preceded by emphatics or laryngals, so that its phonetic 
realisation may be quite near (a close) [o:], tub [+o:b] "mudbrick", maxdud 
[max'So:8] "churned", and mä'ün [mP''îo:n] "receptacle", güla [yorfah]"giant 
desert creature". 

In a few instances a slight off-glide of stressed /öl followed by a sibilant 
was observed: [ho:3/] has "courtyard". 

749 

750 

eSA has the same vowel phonemes, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), pp. 224-9, 286, and 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), map 1 (for ê and Ô). 
Phonetic overlap of ê and f in eSA is not reported, except for one example: lila, ABUL 
FADL (1961), p. 286. The example mitlid is better explained as a back formation: mölid 
innabi —• mold innabi, after which o was interpreted as shortened Ü, hence the back 
formation mûlid. 
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1.2.2.3. 
The situation is like in group I. 

Quite an open quality of à in 'ärif: ['îa:rif]. 

1.2.2.4. 
The situation is like in group I.751 

1.2.3.1. 
Minimal pairs in BA and AxA to isolate the three short vowels as 

phonemes are: 
fitt! " make fattah ! " - futt "I passed" 
Xidr "male given name" - xudr "green" (pi.)" 
fan "making fattah (v.n.)" - futt "I passed" 
radd "he answered" ruddi "answer!" 
sadd "he pulled tight" - sidd "pull tight" 

1.2.3.2. 
Examples in BA largely corroborate the findings for group I, e.g.: (rkab 

"knees", igrab "waterskins", idra "corn". Examples of colours and physical 
defects: humr, xurs, but also Sudf (cf. Ill, 3.1.7.), and "plough" is mihrât. Cf. 
also remarks on u- and i'-type imperfects in III, 3.2.1.2. 

AxA examples are: rgâb "necks", sbâk "nets". 

BA and AxA imperfects of medial geminates have a high vowel distribution like 

in group I. Examples from BA: 

hatt, yhutt "place"(also AxA); batt, ybutt "break open"; tass, ytuss "throw"; xadd, 

yxudd "churn", bass, ybuss "look", and an additional example from AxA: gass, 

yguss "follow (tracks)". 

baxx, ybuxx "spit"; garr, ygurr "deceive, mislead", hakk, yhukk "rub", kaff, ykuff 

(~ ykiff) "surrender"; garr, ygurr "drag, pull"; rass, yruss "spray"; radd, yrudd 

"answer" (also AxA). 

7 5 1 In eSA long vowels in unstressed positions are regularly shortened, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), 
pp. 227 and 245, and WOIDICH (1979), p. 80. 
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fakk, yfikk "untie" (also AxA); Sadd, ysidd "pull tight" (also AxA); laff, yliff 
"wrap"; lamm, ylimm "gather"(also AxA); habb, yhibb "love" (also AxA), and an 
additional AxA example gall, ygill "carry on the shoulders". 

1.2.3.3. 
There is no active measure 4 in BA or AxA. The form ygill (in AxA) with 

an unexpected i in the imperfect must historically have been measure 4 (i.e. a 
reflex of (*'aqall), *yuqill). 

Like in group I, we see that k is not entirely stable in this respect: yhukk, 
but yfikk, and also ykujf~ ykiff. 

Morphological conditioning of high vowels in imperfects of derived 
measures is like in group I. 

1.2.3.4.1. 
Like group I. 

1.2.3.4.2. 
Like in group I. 

1.2.3.4.3.1. 
Like in group I. 

1.2.3.4.3.2. 
When short a in open syllable precedes stressed I, there may be 

phonetically conditioned raising of a —* / i n BA of Râb'a (the Hrûs), e.g.: kitlr 
"much", gidld "new", digïg "flour", gimid "solid", yimïn "right", but when 
followed by bilabial w the short vowel tends to be more akin to lit! : tuwll "long" 
(for further detail, cf. I, 3.1.1.1.1.). 

a is usually not raised in open syllable preceding stressed â, e.g.: nahär 
"day", gawâfil "caravans", zamân "in the old days", ma'ây "with me", banât 
"girls, daughters", gawâd "charger (fast horse)" (examples from BA and AxA) 
(for further detail, cf. Ill, 3.I.I.5.).752 

Such raising of a in open syllable preceding A is not reported for eSA either, and in 
contrast to the situation in BA and AxA, a is not raised preceding stressed I or « in eSA, cf. 
ABUL FADL (1961), p. 270, map 31 (p. 330), WOIDICH (1979), p. 84, and 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 90-91. 
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1.2.3.4.3.3. 
When raising of final -a (and of the feminine suffix) occurs, it does so in 

pause and only in neutral environments, and the phonetic value reached is 
between [e] and [i]753, e.g. (BA examples): 'arabiyye "car", mayyi "water", 
minhe "from it (f. sg.), gèrhe "other than her", na'gi "ewe", hägi "thing", 
Xirbih "place name". AxA examples: lëhe if "to het",flhe "in it (f. sg.)", gârithe 
"her neighbour (f.)", kwayysi "good (f. sg.)", miyyi "hundred", wisiyyi "advice", 
sdni "year". 

Such raising generally does not take place after primary or secondary 
emphatics, x, h, ', g or w, e.g. (in BA): galta "mistake", gônâsa "gizzard", Am m 
'Ugba "place name", idra "millet", although also rixlsi "cheap (f. sg.)", 
mzaxxixa "foul smelling (f. sg.)", giddäha # "lighter", arbd'a "four", gamä'a 
"group of people" (although one instance of zrâ'ih "agriculture"), hilwa 
"beautiful", gahwa "coffee", 'agwa "cake of pressed dates". When following g 
it varies: nâga "she-camel", tarïga "manner", but siggi "women's section of a 
tent, and Maräzgi (vanished i from *Marâziga, pi. of Marzug) "name of a sub-
tribe (or clan) of the Biyyâdiyyah". 

Some examples in AxA: gurra # "tracks (footprints)", il'arab il'ärba # 
"the true bedouins", mdra # "woman", gazwa # "raid", Bälüda # "Pelusium", 
xâssa # "special (f. sg.)". 

Forms with a raised final -a occur mainly in pause, not generally in 
sentence-medial positions. 

1.2.4.1. 
The long vowels ë and ô are the BA and AxA reflexes of older *ay and 

*aw, both in velarized and in non-velarized environments, and also when 
preceded by X. "Systemzwang" on the other hand has left diphtongs in forms 
like mawgûd "present" and mawgaf "station (for taxi's)" untouched. Phonemic 
overlapping of III and Ièl does not occur in neutral environments. 

Examples for *ay are: zêt "oil", lèla "evening", 'irrësa "small hut 
(rectangular shape), used for storage (of e.g. water)", hattet "I placed", dallêt "I 
stayed", dêf "guest", sêf "summer", 'ès "bread", bilhèl "very, extremely", xël 
"horses", dhêri "fishing net, so called because it is carried on the back (i.e. to go 

753 The degree of pausal raising is like the situation described for eSA by WOIDICH (1979), p. 
77. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 204 transcribes ä ("a [ist] häufig im Auslaut nach i gefärbt") for 
his area 2 (eastern Sarqiyyah), which I interpret as being somewhere near I.P.A. [e], as in 
German "schätzen". 
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fishing without a boat)", and also 'ëla "family",and a verb form yëbas "it (m. 
sg.) dries", and (unstressed *ay > <?) in zëtün "olives". 

Examples for *aw are: söt "voice", dor "floor", tôb "garment", yam "day", 
gam "enemy tribe", hön "earthenware mortar used for grinding coffee", hôla 
"cross-eyed (f. sg.)", has "a courtyard for people made of mudbrick, or reed in 
semi-permanent constructions", ödah "room". 

Verb forms: yösal "he arrives", a'a! "pay attention! (m. sg.)", yözin "he 
weighs", yörid "he gets water". 

1.2.4.2. 
Minimal pairs for BA and Axa are: 

Mf "he saw" - süf ! "see!" - söf "seeing" 
gal "he said" - go//"say!" - gô/"saying" 
dën "debt" - din "religion" 
bed "eggs (coll.)" - bid "white (c. pi.)" 

N.B. Verbal endings -aw and -ay do not occur in BA and AxA. Word-final -ay 

as in lay "to me", fay "in me", and 'alay "on me" is not monophthongized. 

1.2.4.3. 
Like in group I, but häda ['hpidcj. 

1.2.4.4.1. 
Raising of reflexes of final *-â(') only takes place in conformity with III, 

1.2.3.4.3.3., e.g. (BA examples): ista "winter", salât M'sa "evening prayer" 
(also AxA), 'äsa "dinner" (also AxA), ihna "here" (~ more regularly häna in BA 
and AxA, and K-form hi'na), and also the adverb (kda (< *kidà) (~ kida), mëfa 
"cylindrical clay oven dug into the ground, used to bake bread", mi'za "goats", 
and the 3rd. pers. sg. f. suffix -ha (also AxA).154 

N.B. Stressed articles are not current in BA and AxA. 

7 5 4 In eSA the situation is as described for BA and AxA, cf., for instance, i'ma "blind", 
WOIDICH (1979), p. 85, and igma "blindfold", idra "sorghum", Csra "buy", ('sa "evening 
prayer", ista "winter", ibid. p. 86, and forms in ABUL FADL (1961), pp. 222, and 244, b). 
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1.2.4.4.3.1. 
In BA raising may occur in conformity with III, 1.2.3.4.3.3. A glottal 

catch never follows reflexes of final *-â(') in BA. Instead, often an h-like off-
glide may be heard, as is the case with realizations of T, e.g. mèfih, (stih. 

1.2.4.4.3.2. 
An a in open syllable preceding reflexes of final *-ä(') has no influence 

on the presence or absence of raising of these reflexes, e.g.: il'âsih "the dinner". 

1.2.4.4.4. 
Cf. remarks in III, 1.2.3.4.3.3. 

N.B. In BA and AxA the perfect of the verb "go" is Iga. a-type imperfects "re 
yinsa,yilga etc. In none of these forms mentioned was raising of a ever 
observed in BA, probably because they did not occur in pause. In AxA igih # was 
recorded twice. 

1.2.4.4.5. 
Neither in BA and AxA, nor in BaA of group I, has morphological 

restructuring taken place; raising of final -a, whether of Tor final *-â('), is of a 
phonetic nature. 

1.2.4.4.6. 
Cf. remark in III, 1.2.4.4.3.1. 

1.2.4.4.7. 
Cf. remark in III, 1.2.4.4.4. A comparable form in BA is (measure f-2): 

bissawwe # "it (m. sg.) is done". 

1.2.4.4.8. 
Like in BaA, a form dlmiy may be heard as a B-form from neighbouring 

dialects. The current form in BA and AxA is ilmayya. 
Like in BaA, plural endings in *-ly have an -iy reflex in BA, e.g. (gray 

"bunches of dates"755, i'siy "sticks", irhiy "hand-mills". And again like in BaA, 

755 Since extreme raising of final *-â(') is not known to occur in BA, igniy is more likely to 
be a reflex of *quniy or *qinly than of *'aqna'. 
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these plurals have thus been kept separate from the older *-â(') endings with 
their -a reflexes. Unfortunately no suffixed forms were recorded in BA. 

No such forms occurred in the AxA material. 

1.2.4.4.9. 
The situation is like in group I, e.g. {BA): ma'näh "its (m. sg.) meaning", 

warâna "behind us", hawây (fi) "I desire/love", gâk "he came to you". Examples 
in AxA are: îgâh "he came to him", b hawâk "with your permission", waräha 
"after her". 

1.2.4.5.1. 
The situation is like in group I, except that in BA there may be a phonetic 

overlap of reflexes of *aw and reflexes of û preceded by emphatics or X, since 
lit! tends to be lowered to a close [o:] in such positions, e.g. tub [to:b]. 

1.2.4.5.2. 
The situation is like in group I. In a few instances in slower speech, an 

off-glide in stressed lêl in neutral environment followed by a sibilant towards 
[s] was observed, e.g.: Bilbës [bil'be:8s] "Bilbeis, name of a town in the 
Sarqiyyah", 'es [Te:3/] "bread". 

1.2.4.5.3. 
The situation is like in group I. In a few instances in slower speech, a 

slight off-glide of stressed loi preceding a sibilant could be heard, e.g. has 
[ho:3J] "courtyard". 

1.2.4.6. 
But for cases of "Systemzwang", and some prepositions suffixed with the 

1st p. sg. pron. suffix, BA and AxA have no diphthongal reflexes of *ay and 
*aw.156 

1.2.4.6.1.1. 
Cf. 1.2.4.1. 

1.2.4.6.1.2.1. 

Cf. 1.2.4.1. 

7 5 6 This is true for eSA as well, ABUL FADL (1961), pp. 226-234. 
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1.2.4.6.1.2.2. 

Cf. 1.2.4.1. 

1.2.4.6.2.1. 
Word-final diphthongs - iy and - uw as reflexes of * -1 and * - û occur in BA 

and AxA as well, but are heard best in slower speech. In faster speech in sandhi 
the reflexes tend to be short, e.g. gäm ani bathi 'a Imêfa "I then started baking 
bread in the mêfa", and ilmëfa hädi byi'mâlu b ittïn "this mëfa they make with 
clay". 

Diphthongs iy and uw resulting from anaptyxis occur regularly, e.g. 
gidiykiy "your billy goat", # iyhutt "he puts", and ilbiduw # "the bedouins" (~ 
baduw in AxA). 

1.2.4.7. 
An example of prosodie lengthening for extra stress is: iblä:dna "our 

land" (BA). 

2. Stress and phonotactics. 

2.1.1. 
Stress in BA is of the maktdba-typt. Stress in AxA is of the mdktaba-ty-pe. 

In both BA and AxA rule order is like in group I. The rules for BA are757: 

1) Like in group I. 
2 ') The domain of stress is formed by the last three syllables, including the 

article il- and the in- (or it-) prefixes758, and the suffixes. 
3) Stress is placed according to the criterion of quantity 
4) The following types of "heavy" sequences occur: vCC(C),vC (including 

v(h)). 

757 

75S 

Like in BA, stress in eSA is of the maktdba-lype, cf. WOIDICH (1979), pp. 81-2. Although 
ABUL FADL (1961), p. 242, and map 23 (p. 322), reports stress in his area 2 (the eastern 
Sarqiyyah) to be mâdrasa, this is corrected to be madrdsa in WOIDICH (1979), p. 81. For 
a description of stress in the Sarqiyyah, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 237-251: sirib, bdlah (p. 
241, c)), bâgara, rdgaba (p. 242, d)). 
Paradoxically, because of rule 51 b) further below, we may include the article and in- and 
it- prefixes in the rule for stressing, although they are not stressed. 
ABUL FADL (1961), p. 243 reports stressable articles in the bedouin villages alHagra, 
Mirsdg I 'libit al'Aflfi, and öazïrit Abu 'Amr, but the article is il-, not •al-. Examples 
listed are: ilwalad, ilgamal, and also îl'agln (?). 
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5') a) The vowel in the first "heavy" sequence from the right is stressed, unless 
the heavy sequence is followed by two open syllables. In that case 
b) the vowel of the following sequence is stressed. When no "heavy" 
sequences are available, c) the vowel of the first sequence from the left is 
stressed. 

Rules 1), 3) and 4) are true for AcA as well. Rule 2") for AxA reads: 
2n) The domain of stress is formed by the last three or four (?, cf. Ill, 

2.1.1.2.1.3.) syllables, excluding the article il- and the in- (or it-) prefixes 
(provisional*), but including the suffixes. 

Rule 5») for AxA is: 
5!I) a) The vowel in the first "heavy" sequence from the right is stressed. When 

no "heavy" sequences are available, 
b) the vowel in the first syllable from the left is stressed. 

* ad 2n) Provisional, since there is only one instance of a 1-t participle 
available: muhtdram "respected", which may well be a loan (therefore not 
*mihtdram). No further instances of n-\ or -t verb forms were recorded, which 
gives us too little o form a conclusion here. As far as the article is concerned, 
things are clearer in AxA: issdhar "the month, il'drab "the bedouins", ilgdnam 
"the small cattle", ilgasr ilmdlaki "the royal castle", although two instances of 
stressed articles were recorded as well: dlganam, and âlbil, which are best 
interpreted as B-forms (notice that the vowel of the article is also a in these 
cases!). 

2.1.1.1. 
In conformity with HI, 2.1.1. rule 51) and 5") a) (BA and AxA): gumt "I 

got up", siiftu "I saw him", biddha "she wants", kiblr "large", suftuh "you (m. 
pi.) saw him", nâga "she-camel", igâbdlna "we met", asidd "I pull", and 
ragabaû "my neck". 

In conformity with III, 2.1.1. rule 51) b) (BA): madrdsa "school", yinddrib 

"he is beaten", mêdâna "minaret", mërâka "cushion supporting the leg of a 
camel rider", gôndsa "gizzard". 
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In conformity with III, 2.1.1. rule 5!I) a) (AxA): mâg'adak "your men's 
circle", yi'sma'u "they hear", israbu "drink! (m. pi.)", tdlla'at "she raised", 
yosalu "they arrive". 

2.1.1.2.1. 
In conformity with III, 2.1.1. rule 51 c) and 5n) b) (BA and AxA): ddxal 

"he entered", ddxalat "she entered", ndxal "date palms", mdratu "his wife", 
xddatu "she took it (m. sg.)", mâsaku "they took", mahfddatak "your wallet" 
(last example heard only in BA, not available for AxA). 

2.1.1.2.1.3. 
When four open syllables with short vowels occur (the first three of 

which, by necessity, contain a): CaCaCaCv(C), and the penultimate is the f. sg. 
verb perf. -at suffix or the f. sg. -atpreceding a vowel-initial obj. or poss. 
suffix759, the vowel of this penultimate syllable is stressed in BA: darabdtu "she 
hit him", 'agabdtak "it (f.) pleased you", tnasakdtu "she took it", ragabdtak 
"your neck".760 

In AxA however, both rdgabatak (one instance) and ragabdtak (twice) 
"your neck" were recorded, and no examples of verbal CaCaCatv(C), which 
leaves too little for any definitive conclusions. 

2.1.1.2.1.4. 
Stress in CiCiC in BA and AxA: tili', m'zil, rikib, sîmi', kibir (~ kiibur), and 

also ligi(y), m'si(y). 

2.1.1.2.1.5. 
If we assume a stress shift has taken place in BA as well, we can account 

for the high vowel in the first syllable of /-type perfects. This high vowel is 
dropped in unstressed open syllables, so we may conclude that it is underlying 
lil as well, i.e. the base form has been morphologically restructured, as in e.g. 
sribt "I drank", milt "I descended". 

In AxA there are examples where i in comparable positions is not dropped: 
ma ligls "he did not find", and ma 'irift "you did not know", and simi'tûh "you 
heard it (m. sg.)", so a conclusion of i being underlying lal is justified for AxA. 

739 The only possibility of such a sequence occurring being the two cases described. 
7 6 0 Stress in comparable eSA forms is the same, cf, WOIDICH (1979), p. 84: sa'alâtu, 

sagamtak, in which stress is morphologically fixed. 
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The argument for a historical stress shift in BA and AxA becomes stronger 
if we wish to account for such forms as irkab "knees" and {'nab "grapes"; and 
also in AxA: Mat "pieces", isba "youthfulness", and ('nab. 

2.1.1.2.1.6. 

No resyllabication rule for CaCaCv sequences is active in BA or AxA.161 

2.1.1.2.2.1. 

Nominals with preceding article (BA and AxA): ilgdmal "the camel", 
inndxal "the datepalms". 

Perfect forms of n-\ (BA): inddbah "it (m. sg.) was slaughtered", inwdkal 
"it (m. sg.) was eaten, intdhat "it (f. sg.) ended". 

Imperfect forms of n-\ (BA): yinddbih "it (m. sg.) is slaughtered", 
yinwdxid "it (m. sg.) is taken", yintdhiy "it (m. sg.) ends". 

Perfect forms of r-1 (BA): itndsa "he was forgotten", itrdma "it (m. sg.) 
was thrown". 

Imperfect forms of M (BA): yitndsiy "he is forgotten", yitrdmiy "it (m. 
sg.) is thrown". 

Perfect forms of l-t (BA): iltdfat "he looked back", istdra "he bought", 
ibtdda "he began". 

Imperfect forms of 1-/ (BA): yiltdfit "he looks back", yistdriy "he buys", 
yibtâdiy "he begins".762 

2.1.1.2.2.2. 

Stress in nominals (BA and AxA): irrdgaba "the neck", issdgara "the tree", 
and also (only BA) mahfddatak "your wallet". 

Stress in verb forms (only BA): ittdfagu "they agreed", itidxadat "it (f. 
sg.) was taken", irtdhalu "they set out on a journey", inddbahu "they were 
slaughtered". 

2.1.2.1. 

Reflexes of final *-ä(') are not stressed in BA, e.g.: soda "black (f sg.)", 
Uta "winter", ihna (though more regularly hdna) "here", 'dsa "dinner", salât 
ili'sa "the evening prayer", gdfa "nape of the neck". In AxA they are not stressed 
either: 'dsa "dinner", isba "youthfulness". 

'6 1 This resyllabication is not reported for eSA either. 
7 6 2 The same yiC[tâC2iC^ imperfect pattern is current in the eastern Sarqiyyah, cf. ABUL 

FADL (1961), map 30 (p. 329), and WOIDICH (1979), p. 90. 
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With a preceding article stress remains where it is, e.g. (BA): ilista, ilgdfa 
and salât ili'sa (also AxA). 

N.B. Although the definite article is hardly ever stressed, it is in stock lexemes 
such as âlbil "the camels" and âlmiy "the water", which must be loans from 
neighbouring bedouin dialects (since the vowel of the article is a)7 6 3 , and are 
best interpreted as B-forms764. 

2.1.2.2. 

Stress in reflexes of *Cady is invariably on the first syllable, e.g. (BA): 
ti'riy "dry", giniy "rich" (also AxA), ni'biy "prophet" (one instance of innâbiy in 
AxA), and also figiy "Koran reciter". 

2.1.2.3. 

With the definite article preceding *CaCly, stress remains where it is 
(BA): inni'biy (innâbiy in AxA) "the Prophet". 

When suffixed, iy —<• X as in (BA and AxA) layâlïha "those nights 
(adverbially)", and the same holds for verbs, as in tiswih "you grill it (m. sg.)". 

Final nisbah endings -iy are not stressed, e.g. (BA and AxA) Biyyâdiy 
"belonging to the Biyyädiyyah", but stressed when suffixed: Biyyädiyya. 

Reflexes of suffixed CA *-iya verbal endings: nislh "he forgot him", 
liglha "he found her" (BA165 and AxA). 

2.1.2.4. 

When the gahawah-vowel a is inserted in aXC clusters (cf. I, 2.2.1.1.), 
this a may be stressed in conformity with the rules in III, 2.1.1., e.g.: unstressed 
in (BA) ndxal "date palms", bdhar "sea" (also AxA), Idham "meat" (also AxA), 
sdhar "month" (also AxA), and stressed in ba'ddhum "each other" (also AxA), 
naxdlha "her datepalms". 

But there are ample examples of the gahawah-vowel not appearing in 
such sequences, e.g. (BA): td'imha "its (f.) taste", and mdhirha "her dowry", 
ddhirha "her back" (although in one instance dahar by an older speaker), dhilha 

763 Although these forms may be loans, their stressing is perfectly consistent with the rules 
formulated above. 

754 Cf. fn 94 to A. EL b. True bedouin dialect. 
765 I failed to check whether the i of the first syllable is dropped in such forms in BA, like in 

tait, Igit etc. (cf. ni, 3.2.2.5.1.) 
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"her family" and also bâgiltu "his she-mule". An example in AxA: âhilha (~ 
one instance of ahâlha, by the same older speaker) (cf. Ill, 2.2.1.1.). 

2.1.2.5. 
In cases where the high vowel in open syllable follows a geminate, which 

is phonetically close to, or identical with the consonant which follows that high 
vowel, the high vowel is not elided in conformity with III, 2.4.4., but neither is 
it stressed. If it is not stressed in AxA (no such forms were recorded), this would 
not be an exception to the stress rule for AxA (cf. Ill, 2.1.1. 51 a) ), but it is an 
exception to the stress rule for BA. 

Examples of this exception to the rule described for BA in III, 2.1.1. 51 b) 
are (BA): bihâllilu "they ululate", bihâddidu "they demarcate", mzâxxixa "foul 
smelling (f. sg.)", where one might expect 'bihâllilu, • bihâddidu, -mzaxxixa. 

Other examples of such morphophonemic non-elision of the high vowel, 
which is then not stressed in conformity with III, 2.1.1. 51 b) are: giittitu "his 
cat", and hittitu "his piece". 

2.1.3.1. 
In BA one would hear min tiht or min tâht. (For stress in negated 

pronominals in BA, cf. Ill, 3.1.13.1.). 

2.1.3.2.1. 
When the preposition / + suffix is enclitically appended, the resulting 

form is treated as one single stress-unit, e.g. (BA): giiltlu "I said to him", gâllu 
"he said to him" (also AxA), gâlâtlu "she said to him", gâlâli "they said to me", 
gàllhum "he said to them", and an additional example in AxA: gïbülu "bring (m. 
p.) to him!" (For enclitic allomorphs, cf. Ill, 3.17.). 

2.1.3.2.2. 
Enclitic b + suffix does not seem to be very regular in BA, but a recorded 

example is: il'asäh Uli bisûgbâha Ibadawi Igamal "the stick with which a 
bedouin drives the camel". No examples were recorded in AxA. 

2.2. Phonotactics. 

2.2.1.1. 
Insertion of a in aXC -» aX_C occurs to a limited extent in BA and AxA. 

When the vowel a is inserted in such clusters, it occurs mainly in nominals, not 
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in verbs, and this a is only stressed according to the rules formulated in III, 
2.2.1.: e.g. ndxal "date palms" (BA), bdhar "sea" (BA and AxA), Idham "meat" 
(BA and AxA), sdhar "month" (BA and AxA), ba'ddhum "each other" (BA and 
AxA), naxdlha "her datepalms" (BA). Another example in AxA: mdhal "barren, 
dry (of land)". The gahawah-vowe] in these forms has become stable a.766 

The nominal forms listed above suggest that the syndrome may have been 
present in BA at a certain stage, but more examples listed below will show that 
it has been lost, leaving behind a number of "frozen" traces (i.e. the forms with 
the stable gahawah-vowel), which have joined the CaCaC nominals767. The 
gahawah-vov/el a survived in positions where often an anaptyctic (i or u) would 
have had to appear had it been lost, i.e. in the ultimate syllable when followed 
by C or #, but less so in word-medial position, unless a nom. unitatis is coined 
by suffixing the feminine suffix to a frozen form, or a vowel-initial suffix is 
added, so that the gahawah-vowel becomes word-medial: nâxala "palm tree", 
lahama "piece of meat". And in both BA and AxA. bd'ad (~ ba'd) "after", and 
wdhada "one (f. sg.)", although this last form may also be explained as a 
mixture of wählda "one (f.)" and 'ahad "someone". 

In many forms however, the gahawah-vowel is absent, e.g. (BA): bdgiltu 
"his she-mule", sahin #, "bowl", sahra "desert" (also AxA), gahwa "coffee", 
gahis # "donkey", na'ga "ewe", sa'ib # "difficult", nahil # "bees", ta'mu "its 
(m.) taste", td'imha "its (f.) taste", and mdhirha "her dowry", ddhirha "her 
back" (although in one instance ddhar by an older man in BA, and once 
hadddhar in AxA), ahlu "his family", dhilha "her family" (also AxA). An 
additional example from AJCA: da'n "trek with camels".768 

Notice that among these last examples there are many highly sonorous 
consonants following X as well. The presence or absence of the gahawah-vowel 
following X therefore appears to be unrelated to the degree of sonority of the 
next consonant. 

2.2.2.1. 
The bukara-vowel insertion occurs much less regularly than in group I, 

but instances recorded in BA are (simple bukara-vowels are underlined): bizijit 

767 

768 

In one instance an older BA speaker was recorded using a type of mixed form yi'aginnu 
"they (f.) knead it" twice, after which he used more regular BA yi'igninnu. 
A very workable rule of thumb is to suffix such words with consonant-initial suffixes, and 
present the various alternatives to native speakers: when their responses show stressed 
anaptyctics, one may conclude that the gahawah-syndrome has created "full" syllables. 
An active gahawah-syndrome is not reported for eSA. 
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iLwis ittäsi' "the seed of Louis IX" , hâtt bak&ragu fi nnâr "having placed his 
bakrag in the fire", w asurud bêhe # "and I flee with her". Examples in AxA: 
bâkarag "coffeepot", and an example of a proclitic bukara-vowel in #U-ruzz 
"rice"769. 

Examples with vowels resulting from the "expanded" bukara-syndrome 
are (BA): tigta' il'agir iw tiswih fi nnâr "you cut the young melons and grill 
them in the fire", and gâbu lëh xamir iw hattüh lêhfi 'ödah "they brought him 
wine, and put it in a room for him." 

These bukara-vowth are not stressed in BA and AxA. 

2.2.2.2. 
An instance of morphophonemic /-elision not taking place through the 

influence of liquids (BA): msaytirin "controlling (m. pi.)", and in AxA 
mhammilâh "having loaded (f. sg.) them (m. sg.) up". 

Preserved high vowels (underlined) in sandhi, possibly through the 
influence of / (BA): nizil ilwäd dih "this boy descended", garädil iblastik "plastic 
buckets". An example in AxA: wiül ëh? "where did he arrive?" (but also wisl 
ilxabar ilmalik "the news reached the king"). 

An "expanded" bukara-vowe\ (BA): lamma yi'nibsin fi rramil urubtlhin "if 
they scratch (with their paws) in the sand, tie them up!" (no example with / 
recorded in AxA). 

2.2.2.2.1. 
Stress being regularly on the vowel following the "heavy" sequence in 

article il + CvCvC (cf. II, 2.1.1.), as in (BA) irrâgil ibtâ' il'êS "the man of the 
bread", it is not possible to decide here whether the high vowel in the ultimate 
syllable of irragil is a preserved high vowel in sandhi, or an "expanded" bukara-
vowel (in contrast to group I, cf. I, 2.2.2.2.1.). Similarly the example in AxA: 
inâgil issabi' "the strong man", and also the AxA example irragl ilkirlm "the 
noble man" do not give us any clues; the high base vowel may have been 
dropped in sandhi, or the "expanded" bukara-vowel fails to appear due to 
allegro speech. 

The general term âlbil "the camels" was recorded several times in BA, 
and once in AxA, but a more current term is ligmâl. 

7 6 9 A special case, and by no means regular in AxA. Such proclitic vowels are reported in the 
area south of Bani Swêf between (appr.) UFasn and Gulösana in the Nile valley, cf. 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 47-8. 
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2.2.2.3. 
No delay in the articulation of n was observed in BA or AxA. 

2.2.3. 
No delay in the articulation of ' was observed in BA or in AxA. 

2.3. Anaptyxis. 

Rule order in BA and AxA is like in group I. Rules for anaptyxis in BA 
and AxA are as described for group I. 

An exception to these rules for anaptyxis are ibni'amm "nephew", and 
binti'amm "niece", which are not *ibin 'amm and *bint 'amm. 

2.3.1. - 2.3.2.3. 
Cf. preceding paragraph. 

2.3.2.4. 
Remarks made for group I hold for BA and AxA as well, except that here 

we have a further development: the anaptyctic which often must have preceded 
the cluster in 'nab (e.g. # d'nab) has become stressed, so that the restructured 
morphological base form is now i'nab (cf. Ill, 2.3.5. for more detail). 

2.3.3.1. - 2.3.3.3. 
The situation is largely as described for group I. 

2.3.3.3.1. 
The situation is like in group I, cf. I, 2.3.3.3.1. 

2.3.3.3.2. 
No anaptyctic in BA OT AxA e.g.: 'indhum "with them", 'indha "with 

her", 'indna "with us". 
In sandhi a three-consonant cluster is not resolved either, e.g. 'ind xâltï 

Sâlma "with my aunt Sâlma" (BA), and 'ind gânamu "with his small cattle" 
(AxA). 
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2.3.3.3.3. 
M. and f. pron. suffixes of the 2nd p. sg. behave predictably in BA and 

' cAgA. 

2.3.4. 
Remarks for group I are valid for BA and AxA as well. 

2.3.5. 
The morphological base of nominals which historically had a CICV(C) 

pattern has been restructured in BA to be iCCV(C). The anaptyctics that 
originally resolved initial clusters stabilized, and could therefore become 
stressed,770 e.g.: ista (*sita) "winter", salât ili'sa (*'isa) "evening prayer" (but 
'dsa "dinner"), idraiidra (reconstructed *dura) "sorghum", ihna "here" (~ more 
regularly häna, and K-form hind), and also the interjection (kda (*kidâ) "thus, 
like this", although the K-form kida can often be heard. 

intiy "females", igniy (~ gnäw) "bunches of dates", i'siy "sticks", irhiy 
"hand-mil ls" , ('nab "grapes, irtab "ripe dates", irkab "knees", (grab 
"waterskins", ibrak "ponds", Mai "heaps", igta' "pieces", Cswal "sacks", but not 
in (loaned) giiraf "rooms", and when the first radical is *':dwad "rooms", dbar 

"needles". 
Judging by the few examples available to us in AxA, the remarks made 

for BA appear valid for AxA as well. These AxA examples are: isba 
"youthfulness", salât ili'sa "evening prayer", i'nab "grapes", and ihtat "pieces". 

The new phonemic status of such older anaptyctics may be established 
with a contrasting minimal pair: (grab "watersacks" - âgrab "nearer". 

N.B. For the suffixed preposition la in BA and AxA, cf. Ill, 3.1.16. 

2.4. Elision of short vowels. 
Remarks made for group I are valid for BA and AxA as well. 

2.4.1. 
Remarks made for group I are valid for BA and AxA as well. 

770 Comparable forms are found in eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 222, and WOID1CH (1979), p. 
86. 
Notice also that in BA these anaptyctics have become stressed i', irrespective of the 
consonantal environment and in contrast to the stressed preformatives of imperatives which 
are i or u, cf. in this respect the remarks made by MITCHELL (1960), pp. 384-5. 
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2.4.2. 

Remarks made for group I are valid for BA and AxA as well. 

2.4.3. 

Two examples from BA: kull wâhid bigahhz ib tarigtu "everyone prepares 
in his (own) manner", and môsm irmâyt ilgamh "the season for sowing wheat". 

The rules are applied in the following order: (1) bigahhiz + b + tarigtu —> 
(2) bigahhiz b farigtu -* (3) bigahhiz ib tarigtu -* (4) bigahhz ib tarigtu, where 
the cluster zbt is first resolved, after which the high vowel in the last syllable of 
bigahhiz is dropped. 

Similarly: (t) môsim + rmâyt ilgamh -* (2) *mösim rmâyt ilgamh -*• (3) 
mösijn irmâyt ilgamh —* (4) môsm irmâyt ilgamh. 

Since môsim irmâyt ilgamh (without the optional sandhi elision of i in 
môsim) is an acceptable alternative in sandhi, the interpretation of step (2) 
preceding step (3), rather than the two steps being in the reverse order, is 
preferred here. 

2.4.4. 

Examples in BA: bihâddidu "they set", bigdddidu "they renew", mzdxxixa 
"foul smelling (f. sg.)". Similarly, i is not dropped in nominals, e.g.: bnittitu 
"his (many) daughters", hittitu "its piece", giittitu "his cat". No examples ar 
available for AxA. 

2.5. Assimilation. 

In BA and AxA the same assimilations occur as in group I. In addition to 
the obligatory assimilation of I of the article to "sunletters", § very regularly has 
assimilating power as well, although such assimilation is optional, e.g.: iggirân 
"the neighbours", iggabal "the desert (lit. the mountain)", iggidiy "the billy-
goat", iggiza "the marriage", iggurra "the tracks", but also ilgirân, ilgabal, etc. 

The other types of assimilation as listed in I, 2.5. are also heard in BA and 
AxA, except for the progressive total assimilation of h of the pronominal 
suffixes -ha and -hum, which is not current. 

3.1.1.1.1. 

In the dialect of the Hrus section (in Räb'a) assimilation of lal may take 

place in open syllables preceding III in the pattern CiaCjiC^a) -* CiiC2lC3(a) 

when Ci is neutral, i.e. not X, e.g.: kitir "much", gidid "new", digig "flour", 
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gimid "solid", yimln "right", but when followed by a labial the short vowel tends 
to be more akin to lul : tuwïl "long". 

In a guttural environment, the vowel is often not raised in assimilation771: 
sa'lr "barley", da'lf "weak", raxls "cheap", baxil "stingy", gabit "saddle", hadld 
"iron", 'agin "dough", nor when preceding /// or Irl tarlga "manner", farlsa 
"prey", sarlma "bridle", zarVa "agriculture", galil "little", galls "one with 
whom one sits". And with both factors involved: harlm "women", 'ans 
"bridegroom", halib "milk", although forms like hidid, 'igln, girlda "palm leaf" 
may occur. Similarly in AxA: harlm "women", xablr "expert", haglga "truth", 
xafif "light", naslb "portion". 

But forms like kirim "noble", bi'ir "camel", 'igid "leader (of a tribe)", 
xifif "light" and nisib "portion" were also heard in AxA.772 The resulting i is 
never dropped. 

Also, when preceded by *' this assimilation does not take place (BA): asil 
"thoroughbred", and 1st c. sg. imperf. forms of med. inf. verbs: agib "I bring" 
(also AxA). 

The vowel HI or lul resulting from this assimilation is not elided773 in BA 
and AxA nominals, not even in sandhi, and may be considered to remain 
"underlyingly" la!. 

N.B. In the dialect of the Biyyâdiyyah from Nagllah, the Mawälkah section, and 
from Gtayyi', the Mrâbiyyïn section, this assimilation is reported not to take 
place774. We therefore find: lasimah "a type of food", Nagllah11^ "place name 
Nagllah", yamln "right", and like in BA (Hrüs section): gabit "saddle". 

77 ' Cf. JOHNSTONE (1967b), p. 11, where this assimilation does occur when Cn is a guttural. 
772 This seems to be an ongoing change, possibly influenced by the dialect of al'Arls in which 

this assimilation is also conditioned by consonantal environment, but where the the 
resulting high vowel is dropped: iktir, igdïd, cf. V, 3.1.1.1.1. 

7 7 3 This type of non-elision of superficially high vowels i and u, but which are underlyingly 
lal, is termed "very'différentiel' " in BLANC (1970), p. 5 (116). 

7 7 4 On CiaC2fC3 in eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 270, map 31 (p. 330), and WOIDICH (1979), 
p. 84. Cf. also remarks by GROTZFELD (1964), p. 107, § 107, on whether we should 
perhaps regard a as underlying loi, i.e. a long vowel, in these cases. Cf. also fn 779 to III, 
3.1.1.8. 

775 At football matches the Biyyâdiyyah from Râb'ah teasingly shout to the Biyyâdiyyah 
from Nigllah: Nâgilêh, Nâgîlèh!!, also meaning: "Why do we come (here)?" (to beat 
them, I suppose). 
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3.1.1.1.2. 

In reflexes of *C\aC-{iy (where C3 = y) raising of a is quite regular in BA 
and AxA, e.g. (BA): tiriy "dry", giniy "rich", innibiy "the Prophet", figi (CA 
*faqîh) "legal expert", bi'riy (CA barï') "innocent", and also wiliyya "woman", 
but (in poetry) sabiyya "girl". 

Comparable forms in AxA: giniy "rich", wisiyya "instruction", wiliyya 
"woman", but sabiyya "girl", and (once, presumably a CA loan) innâbiy "the 
Prophet". 

N.B. The BA and AxA imperfect for "go" is yigi. 

3.1.1.2. 

No reflexes of *CiaC2iCs nominals were recorded in BA or AxA. The a in 
the perfect of verbs of this pattern is raised, and is no longer underlying lal in 
BA, since it is dropped in unstressed positions, e.g. sfrib "he drank", sribt "I 
drank". This means that the base form has been morphologically restructured 
(cf. Ill, 3.2.1.1.). 

In AxA the raised a is still underlying \a\, since the examples availabe do 
not show elision, e.g.: ma ligis "he did not find", ma 'irift "you did not know", 
simi'tüh "you (pi.) heard it (m. sg.)". 

3.1.1.3. 

Like in group I, e.g.: sakkina (although more usually xôsa) "knife", 
mandil "handkerchief", kabrit "matches", gondii "jellyfish", battix 
"watermelons", but ibrig "water jug" (all BA). No examples are available for 
AxA. 

3.1.1.4. 

The a in closed syllable in CaCCâC (either CiaCiCzâC^ or CiaCiC^ân) is 
regularly raised in BA and AxA irrespective of phonetic environment. This 
compulsary raising occurs conforming to the rule described in I, 3.1.1.4., but 
has resulted in morphological restructuring of the *CaCCaC pattern as ClCCaC 
m BA and AxA.1™ 

7 7 6 In eSA the same morphological restructuring has taken place, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 265, 
maps 26-7 (pp. 325-6), and WOIDICH (1979), pp. 84-5, 3.2. 
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3.1.1.4.1. 
giddäha "cigarette lighter", siyyäd "fisherman", fillâh "farmer", gizzâr 

"butcher", higgân "camel rider", glnnâm "shepherd", xiddäm "servant", hissâd 

"an envious person (having an evil eye)", sihhät "beggar", and also gillâbiyya 

"men's garment", Biyyâdiyyah "name of the tribe of BA speakers". An example 
in AxA is: dihhäk "frequently laughing". 

With a following the (velarized) labial the quality of the high vowel can, 
but need not necessarily be more akin to u (BA): zummära "siren", Subbäh 

"Sabbâh, male given name)", suwwâg "driver". 

3.1.1.4.2. 
Examples in BA are: kislän "lazy", 'itlân "idle", wig'an "hurting", 

yibsân "dry", zihgân "fed up", tilfän "good-for-nothing", but §a'än "hungry", 
which must have developed from *gïân, in which f was consequently shortened 
-» gi'än, after which i could easily be assimilated to à over ' . In a loan from 
CA, however: irRahmän "the Merciful", and in a poetic passage sahrân 
"sleepless". Examples in AxA: milyân "full", ti'bâna "in a bad condition (f. 
sg.)", but the CA loan irRahmän "the Merciful". 

N.B. Regular BA forms are marrât "times", garrât "earthenware vessels", but 
inhabitants of the Sarqiyyah, Garbiyyah and the "barr" (i.e. the desert) are 
called (sarg -*) sirgâwi, -yyîn, (pi), (garb -*) girbâwi, -yyln, (barr -*) birrâwi, 
-yyïn (or barâra (pi.)) respectively (all BA), reflecting morphophonemic raising 

Offl.777 

3.1.1.5. 
Apart from an instance (in a poetic passage) nifâyil "lavish gifts", raised a 

in ...CaCäC... does not regularly occur in BA or AxA, e.g. (BA and AA): zamân 

"in the old days", gawàfil "caravans (of camels)", gabâyil "tribes", makân 

"place", but also nhâs (BA), which must hark back to *nihâs.in 

N.B. No raising of a in 'ala + suff.: 'alëh, 'alëna, etc. in BA or AxA. 

777 Cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 80, 2.4. 
778 Cf. inhäs, isbâh and inhâr in il'Awâmra, WOIDICH (1979), p. 85, 3.4., and WOIDICH 

(1991), p. 1633. 
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3.1.1.6. 
The raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed a does not occur in BA 

or AxA nominals, e.g.: labûnha "her milk", walâdha "her son", nor in BA verb 
forms, e.g.: fatdhtu "1 opened it (m. sg.)", gasdltha "I washed it (f. sg.)", tabdxt 
"I cooked", etc. 

Notice that CaCaC in BA and AxA is always stressed CdCaC (cf. Ill, 2.1.1.). 

3.1.1.8. 
In BA of Räb'a, the a in reflexes of C\aC2ÙC^(a) is raised to u, gumûs 

"food dip", and 'umüd "pillar, post", xurûf "ram", 'urits "bride", gu'üd "young 
male camel". 

In BA of Gtayyi' and Nagila this raising is reported not to take place: 

gamüs, 'amüd, xarüf, ga'üd.119 

Also, 'igüz "old woman" was heard several times in BA of Râb'a, but 
with *' preceding: abüh "his father", axüh "his brother", and in verb forms 
(b)agüm "I get up", (b)arûh "I go". 

One example in AxA suggests a situation similar to BA of Gtayyi' and 
Nagïla: 'arüs "bride" (recorded twice). The examples abüh, and axüh are 
current in AxA as well. 

N.B. gamitsa "buffalo cow", Balùda "Pelusium, place name", sarùga "fuel 
chamber of oven", kanün "earthenware or metal tray (metal with legs) used for 
heating with glowing embers inside the house or in the has" are all reflexes of 
the *CäCüC(a) pattern. 

*zaytün "olives" is as expected: zètün. 

779 For the information on BA of Nagilah and Gtayyi' I had to rely on a secondary source (a 
native speaker of BA from Räb'ah). Unfortunately I have been unable to verify this 
information. It must be observed, however, that this informant from Räb'ah was not very 
consistent himself in this respect. 
Perhaps we have to assume underlying long vowels in these cases, cf. GROTZFELD (1964), 
p. 107 § 107 c. Another informant (also a BA speaker from Räb'ah) told me that they 
actually pronounce häküma, 'arüs, 'ämüd, gä'üd but also käbir, sàgîr, täwll. Notice that 
the same (i.e. C\aCiüCT, and CiaCjïCi) patterns are current in eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), 
p. 270, map 31 (p. 330). Cf. also fn 774 to II, 3.1.1.1. 
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3.1.1.9. 
In BA both kûtur and h'tir, as well as kubur and ki'bir were recorded. In 

AxA only kltir was recorded. 

3.1.1.10. 
The pi. of âsad in BA is usftd. afam is not current for "mouth" in BA, but 

xasm or hanak is. 

3.1.2. 
Some reflexes of *CaCC(ah) include (BA): bidw, gidy, tiht ~ taht, fihm, 

sikl ~ sakl, sihn, kirs, wigh, but gahs, kalb, wâhada, sa'b, sadr, wakl ~ akl.lm 

In AxA: gidy, tiht, sikl, wigh ~ wagh, but badw, kalb, wâhada. 

3.1.3. 
Two reflexes of *CaCiC(ah) are kilma "word", sirka "company" (BA). 

3.1.4. 
In BA: binn, ruzz, kull, kimm, amm, axt, gim'a, hinna, zibda. 

gissa "story", xulla, gurda, gursa, guffa, tur'a, sigga "women's section/oblong 
tent piece". 

In AxA: ruzz, kull, amm, axt, hinna, gissa. 

3.1.5. 
Remarks for group I are valid for BA and AxA as well, e.g. smal "left", 

sbû'lsl "week" (but also asbü' in BA and AxA). 

Exceptions in BA occur as well: duriifu "his circumstaces", duhür ilgimcd 

"the backs of the camels", gihâz "apparatus" (probably MSA influence), 'ugûd 

gawâlî "expensive necklaces" (in poetic passage), mihârib "fighter", and agwa 

fatamlnât fi laban inniyâg "the strongest vitamins are in camel milk". An 
exception in AxA is: gunün "craziness" 

78° For reflexes of *a in eSA, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), maps 101, 102, 104, 105, 106. 
A difference is malh. 

7 8 1 A minimal pair asbü' "week" - isbü' "lions" was noticed in the dialect of il'Awämra in 
WOIDICH (1979), p.80, where phonemic status is claimed for the i'. In BA, however, i is 
clearly anaptyctic, since the / of the article assimilates to the sunletter, like in issnun "the 
teeth", not •lisnûn. Therefore we must conclude that the base form is snûn, as it is sbü', 
which makes i in isnün a mere anaptyctic. 
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Examples of reduced long vowels (BA): öihän "fem. given name", bibän 
"doors", sigän "iron (bread-) baking sheets". In AxA: diwän "gathering room for 
men", mi'äd "appointment". 

3.1.6. 
Besides lexicalized diminutives in BA and AxA sgayyir "small", grayyib 

"near", glayyil "little", kwayyis "good", and swayya "a little", bhëra "lake", a 
number of other cases have been recorded in BA: hrayyim "women" (also AxA), 
xmë'a "weakling", kbësât "(lit.) little studs"782, nwêgât "little camels", wdèhân 
"type of thorougbred camel (brightly coloured)", khëla "dark-coloured 
thoroughbred she-camel", gihèba "little harlot" (in a children's rhyme), dhëri 
"fishing net, so called because it can be carried on the back (i.e. to go fishing 
without a boat)", 'irrësa "small hut (rectangular shape), used for storage, e.g. 
water", hizzëra "riddle", so that one might consider the patterns of some 
productivity.783 

The one example from AxA xurrëfah "fairy tale" is too little to go on for 
any conclusions to be made. 

3.1.7. 
The pattern for nominals denoting colours and physical defects, the CA 

pattern *aCiCiaC3, has an iCxC^aCi reflex in BA and AxA. The stressed HI is 
best interpreted as the result of a context-form: hàda+dhmar "this is red" —» 
hâdâ-hmar, after which an anaptyctic is prefixed to the CC cluster when this 
cluster directly follows C o r # , and is consequently stressed, thus (hmar "red" 
from *dhmar via *hmar was reconstructed.784 Other examples are: ixdar 
"green", t'byad "white" (also AxA), iswid "bad". One exception was recorded in a 
nickname 'ammu ismu IMöt lAhmar "his uncle's name was Red Death." 

In a similar manner the pattern for physical defects was morphologically 
restructured, e.g.: i'hbal "stupid", i'hwal "cross-eyed", and ildaf "left-handed". 

782 SUQAYR (1916), p. 96, mentions the kubaysah as a thoroughbred type of horse. The 
Rmêlât, Sawarkah and Tarâbin are reported to be the only tribes in Sinai who kept horses 

7 8 3 It is difficult to establish whether the pattern is productive, or the forms which display the 
patterns are to be considered B-forms, i.e. forms which are loaned "ready-made" in their 
diminutive shapes. 

7 8 4 Cf. remark on i'ma "blind" in eSA in WOID1CH (1979), p. 85. ABUL FADL J1961), p. 264 
reports the same 'if'al (i.e. iCiCiaC^ in our notation) pattern for eSA, and also 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 338, 341. 
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Corresponding feminine and c. plural forms are respectively (BA): hâmra, 

humr; xddra, xudr; bêda, bid; soda, sud; hâbla, hubl; hola, Ml; sâdfa, sitdf. 

Notice that the endings of the f. forms are not stressed in BA (cf. Ill, 
2.1.2.1.), and that the high vowel in "left-handed (pi.)" is u. 

3.1.8. 
The elative patterns in BA and AxA are: dCiC2aCi, as in dktar 

"more/most", dCiC2a for tertiae infirmae, as in âgwa "stronger/strongest", and 
aCidCiCj for mediae geminatae, as in asddd "stronger/strongest". 

3.1.9.1. 
In BA and AxA the article and the relative pronoun have an initial i-, e.g.: 

il'asäh Uli bisügbdha Ibadawi Igamal "the stick with which a bedouin drives the 
camel" (BA), and ilwalad Uli humma bitsâkalow 'alêh dih "that boy about whom 
they are quarreling" (AxA).785 

When the preposition fi precedes the article, i of the article is dropped, 
e.g.: fi I'arab "among the arabs". The fact that it is i of the article which is 
dropped, rather than i of the preposition can be inferred (although not 
conclusively) from comparable forms such as gâbu l'urûs "they brought the 
bride" (BA), axalllha mastiira I'amaliyya "I keep the matter hush-hush" (BA). 

3.1.9.2. 
Instances of initial a in BA are: amm: "mother", axt "sister", ahna "we", 

and the plural dwad "rooms", but usiid "lions". 
In AxA: amm, axt, but only ihna.li6 

3.1.10.1. 
Like in group I, the feminine suffix preceded by a in open syllable 

becomes -at in construction, e.g. (BA): mdratak "your wife" (also AxA), 
ragabati "my neck" (also AxA), mahfddatak "your wallet". 

Examples in sandhi: sdnat sittin "in the year (nineteen) sixty 
(adverbially)", sagarat sayâl "acacia"787, and in AxA sagarat i'nab "grape bush". 

735 In eSA the article and rel. pron. have an initial i- as well, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), passim. 
786 In eSA (references are to ABUL FADL (1961)): uxt, p. 50,1.5, and p. 160,1.2; umm, p. 51, 

11. 6, 8, and 14; ihna, p. 90,11. 10 and 15, and p. 104,1. 13. 
787 sagarat siyyâl : a tree by the side of a watershed, cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, appears to 

be a folk etymology: sayâl is a species of mimosa or acacia, cf. LANE (1874), part 4, p. 
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3.1.10.2. 
In conformity with T-rule 2 in I, 3.1.10.2. in BA and AxA, e.g. (BA): 

bdgiltu "his she-mule", gôlithin "their (f.) talking", 'elm "his family", nâgitha 
"her she-camel", nâgtï "my she-camel", kfristu "its (m.) stomach". 

Examples in AxA are: willytu "his wife", mhabbtu "his love", gurrithum 
"their tracks (footprints)", gäritha "her neighbour (f.)", Mrumtak "your wife". 

3.1.10.3. 
No instances were recorded in BA or AxA. 

3.1.10.4. 
An example in BA: salât il'ïd "the prayer of the feast", and in AxA: 

hayûtak "your life". 
In BA ma'näh "its (m.) meaning", and ma'näha "its (f.) meaning" were 

recorded. 

3.1.10.5. 
Like in group I, e.g. nâgâ "my she-camel" (.BA), salämtak "your well-

being" (AxA), and in perfecta of verbs the f. sg. ending following âC is -at, the 
a of which is not dropped in this position, and may be stressed in conformity 
with I, 2.4.: dâgâtu "she tasted it", and also dâgâtha "she tasted it (f.)" (BA), 
and in AxA fâtâtna "she went past us" (no example of a in open syllable for AxA 
was rrecorded, but we may expect a form like fatatu "she went past him", cf. 
stress rules in III, 2.2.1.). 

Some examples in sandhi (BA) are: zrâ't ilbattïx "the cultivation of 
watermelons", hamâmt ilfard "the handle of the plough"788, but rähat ilbint "the 
girl went away", gâbat abûha "she fetched her father". In AxA: ya galâlt almalik 
"Your Highness the King", but mâtat ammhum "their mother died", särat il'arab 
itgid "the members of the tribe were then saying".789 

1486. Cf. also TÄCKHOLM (1974), p. 842, where sayyâl is given in Arabic script (with 
saddah), and sayäla ~ seyäla (without doubling) is given in transcription. 

788 The word 'asfür is also used metaphorically for a grip or handle on the plough in the 
Egyptian Delta, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), map 474. 

789 T in eSA is treated like in BA: if preceded by aC -* -at, otherwise - it. The high vowel is 
dropped in eligible positions, cf. woiDICH (1979), p. 83. 
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3.1.11. 
The original BA genitive marker is sugl, -a, -in, -ât, which is still used, 

but appears to be losing ground to btâ', -a, btü' (c. pi.).790 Examples are: Hilf 
sugl innaxal "the fibres of the palmtrees", bint suglit göl w i'yäda "a girl who 
likes to talk and repeat that (talk)" byi'mdlu bêh ilfatt ibtâ' illaham "they make 
the meat broth with it", izzibda btä'tu "its (m.) butter". 

In AxA one instance with btâ', and one with sugl were recorded. 

taba' was recorded a number of times in BA, but more in the meaning of 
"according to", e.g.fihin ibyugba säbig, mis zayy ba'dlhin, taba' ittadrib iw taba' 
ilhiggân "among them (f.) there will be a horse racer, they are not all alike, 
(there are) those who train them, and those who ride them", ilmasannah bi. . . 
fiha habil, taba' annaxala tuwilih, aw ilgisirih "the masanna (a large flat basket) 
has a rope, for the tall date palm, or the low one", tä' was not recorded in BA or 
AxA. 

3.1.12.1. 
Pronominals recorded in BA191: 

negated 
he hü (~ less huwwa) (hü) mahuwwa ~ mahus ~ mahuwwâs *' ' 
she hi (~ less hiyya) (hi) mahiyya ~ mahis ~ mahiyyas *>> 
you (m.) inta (into) manta ~ montas 
you (f.) inti (inti) manti ~ mantis 

I dni (~ less ana)*2') (ani) mâni ~ manis 
they (m.) hum ~ humma (hum) mahiim ~ mahums ~ mahummas 

they (f.) hin ~ hinna (hin) mahin ~ mahins ~ mahinnâs 

you (m. pi.) intu (intu) mantu ~ manttts 
you (f. pi.) intin (iniin) mantin ~ mantins 
we ahna*3) (ahna) mahna ~ mahnâs 

790 ibtâ' in eSA, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), map 189. 
791 Pronominals in eSA: huwwa ~ hü, hiyya ~ hi, âni, ihna. Suffixed pronominals in eSA: 

(3 m. sg.) C-u I v-h, (3 f. sg.) -ha, (2 m. sg.) C-akl v-k, (2 f. sg.) invariable -ki, and (1 c. 
sg..) C-i i v-ya. There is no m./f. distinction in the pl„ cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 87, and 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 143, 146,150, 152,154,157. 
For a number of bedouin villages (San UHagar, isSufiyya, Talrâk, Garnir, isSawâlih) in 
the eastern Sarqiyyah stressed 1 c. sg. C-i (ABUL FADL (1961), p. 237, transcribes -i) is 
reported. These villages (except Talräk) and the village of Gazäli also have C-a for 3 m. 
sg. Cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 150 and 154. 
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*') Forms like *mahü and *mahf in group I are not generally used. 
*2> The final -('may be the result of imâlah, in combination with the 
analogy to the (though stressed) 1 sg. c. suffix -«f (cf. Ill, 3.1.12.2.1.). 
*3) Initial a must have developed under influence of the following h. 

Pronominals recorded in AxA: sg. hü ~ huwwa, hi ~ hiyya, inta, inti, ana ~ 
ani. PL humma (~ once hum), {hin or hinna not recorded), intu, (intin not 
recorded), ihna. 

Negated pronominals recorded in AxA: mahû, mâhï. 

3.1.12.2. 
Pronominal suffixes in BA and AxA192: 

SG. PL. 
3.m. C-M*2), v-/!*<*) -hum*!) 
3.f. -ha -hin 
2.m. C-ak, v -k -klt*V 
2.î. -ki -kin 
I.e. C-Ï, v-y *1)(poss.), -nf (ob).) -na 

*•' In BA: "my taxi": taksiyi, not »taksiyy or 'takisyi, and plural "my taxis": 
takâsiyï. Both 'anâyy and 'anayl böga'innï "my eyes hurt (me)" are possible. 
*2) BA, AxA and the dialects of group II and that of al'Arls are the only 
dialects in northern Sinai with -u researched so far. In southern Sinai: NISHIO 
(1992) also lists -o for öbäli Arabic, and the Garârsah of Wâdï Ferän have -u as 
well (M. Woidich, personal communication). 
*3> The initial h of suffixes may be assimilated to preceding voiceless 
consonants: hâttum "get them" , bëtta "her house", sàffa "he saw her". 

When h follows ', the result of reciprocal assimilation is hh, as in 
ygattihha "he cuts it (f.) to pieces", and h + h yields hh as well, as in rwähhum 
"their souls". 
*4> Like in group I, the h is often inaudible when in pause, but may be clearly 
audible in sandhi, or when followed by -s of the negation, e.g. iydardis lêh 
iswayyih "he chats a bit to himself' (BA), and with the negation: ma suftühis # 
"you (m. pi.) did not see him" (BA). 
*5) In AxA one instance of -kum was recorded (against a dozen instances of 
-ku(w). 

752 For pron. suffixes in eSA, cf. preceding fn. 
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A preceding n is doubled when vowel-initial suffixes are appended, e.g. 

(BA) kânnak 'âyz itmüt "if you want to die" (on the doubling of n, cf. remarks 

in III, 4.7.3.1.2.) and yi'igninnu "they (f. pi.) knead it (m.)", and (AxA) 'asânnu 

"because he", minnu "from him". 

3.1.13.1. 
Demonstrative pronouns, near deixis, preceding nominals793: 

SG PL 
m. hâda c. hadöl 

l hâdi 

Near deixis, following nominals or independent: 

SG PL 
m. häda-da-dih c. hadöl ~ döl 

f. hâdi ~ ai 

Demonstratives recorded in AxA: hâda ~ dah ~ dih #, hâdi ~ diy and dól 

(hadöl was not recorded). 

An alternative construction in BA: ilgid dahâ "this gid" was recorded at one 

instance. Also, once, duh was recorded in dih bigül ' malik', iw duh bigûl ' malak' 

"one said ' a king', and another said ' an angel' ". 

Demonstrative pronouns, far deixis, preceding or following nominals in BA: 

SG PL 
m. hâdâk hâdallâk ~ dallâk 
f. hâdïk hâdallâka ~ dallâka* 

* The -a extension is reserved for the f. pi. 

Demonstratives far deixis recorded in AxA: hâdâk, hâdïka, hâdallâka (for 

m. pi.). 

793 Demonstratives in eSA are: (near deixis) m. sg. da I dih, f. sg. di I diyy, c. pi. dol I doll. 
(far deixis) m. sg. dakha, f. sg. dikhi, c. pi. dukhum. ha- has been preserved m adverbs of 
time halhin and halwagti, cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 87. 
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Extensions to demonstratives*1) : 

m.sg. 
f.s° 
m. pi. 
f. pi. 

(ha)duwwa, (ha)duwwan, (ha)duwwat 
(ha)diyya, (ha)diyyan, (ha)diyyat 
(ha)döla, (ha)dölat*V 
hadinna*1^ 

*') Except for the m. pi., these forms are derived from hâda + independent 
pron. suffix (+ t or n). 

*2~> Conceivable forms 'hadölan and 'dinna were rejected during direct 
elicitation. 

Examples of extended demonstratives were not recorded in AxA. 

3.1.13.2. 

Examples recorded in BA are: 
w itlàgi ssabâb im'allgïn halxasab, iwfiha ssanâkil 'asän yidbâhuw "and you'll 
find that the boys will have hung up this wood(en balk), in which there are 
hooks, so they can slaughter." 

'ana tab'an 'isit mihârib, la hadd ma d-ani bagèt ês? sayxüxa giddâmku fi 
Imag'ad. ' gâllu : 'tayyib, halmihârib dah mis ibtihsal lèh mufäg'ätfi lharb, walla 
bass ibithärib kida 'ala tül?' 'I, of course, lived my life being a fighter, until 1 
became what? An old man sitting in front of you in the men's circle.' He said to 
him: 'Okay, this fighter, doesn't he meet with surprises (lit. don't surprises 
happen to him) in war, or does he just fight all the time?'. 

There is an example in which ha- is used to address a person unknown to 
the listener, but present in the mind of the speaker (comparable to the SaA 
example in II, 3.1.13.2.): kijf, ya halfäris! ana 'Amr ana kâtlak! "surrender, you 
knight! I am 'Amr and I'm going to kill you!". 

Like in group I, ha- is used here to specify objects or persons not 
physically present or demonstrable (as in the case of abstractions) at the 
moment of speaking. 

In the last example (recorded three times) ha- is used in addressing a 
stranger directly, more or less expressing "hey, you there!". It is clear that hâda 
could not have been used in the same position, but ha- in this position was new 
to me. 
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In BA and AxA ilhïn ~ halhin is used for "now" too, but alongside the In
form dilwagt(i).794 

3.1.14. 
Interrogatives recorded in BA195 are: 

1) min? "who?" (also AxA), 2) êh? (also AxA) (~ only one instance of ès, and 
one in AxA) "what?"*, 3) lë(h)? "why?" (not recorded in AxA), 4) wagtê(h)? 
"when?" (not recorded in AxA), 5)fên? "where?" (also in AxA ~ one instance of 
wên in AxA), 6) ânhu, ânhi I iyyât? (both for m. and. f.) "which?"(not recorded 
in AxA), 7) izzäy? "how?" (also in AxA), 8) b kam ~ b kam? "how much? (when 
asking for the price)" (not recorded in AxA), 9) "how many/much?" gaddêh 
indepently, or kam (~ kam) + sg. nominal (not recorded in AxA). 

In BA es was placed at the end of the sentence: la hadd ma da-ni bagêt es? 
sayxüxa giddâmkufi lmag'ad."Unûl I became what? An old man sitting in front 
of you in the men's circle." In AxA it was sentence-initial: es râyak? "what do 
you think? (lit. what is your opinion?)", êh was generally recorded sentence-
final in BA, and always so in AxA (cf. remark in I, 3.1.14.). 

The interrogative 'alâm + suffix was not heard in BA or AxA. 

3.1.15.1. 
Adverbs recorded in BA196 are: 

1) hnäk (also in AxA) (~ one instance of hnäka in BA), 2) gâd (not recorded in 
AxA), 3) häna (also in AxA), but also regularly ihna (not recorded in AxA), and 
less often the K-form hi'na (also in AxA) (and once hinahuwwan in BA), 4) ikda 
(not recorded in AxA), and also the K-form kida (regular in AxA) "thus" (~ 
kidahó and kidahuwwan in BA), 5) ilhïn ~ halhin is used alongside the K-form 
dilwagt(i) "now" (also in AxA), sometimes the two are paired: dilwagti (ha)lhln, 
6) lissa "still" (BA), ssâ' "still (AxA) issâ' ma ... s "not yet" (also in AxA), 1) 
minnu "after that" (also in AxA), 8) ba'd ikda (BA), ba'ad kida (AxA) ('ugb was 

794 Generally dilwagt(i) in eSA., cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (19S5b), map 178, but this was 
recorded for BA as well. For several villages the form halwagt(i) is attested, cf. ibid, map 
179. 

795 Some interrogatives in eSA are: mïn?', ë(h)?, lèh? ~ la'ê(h)?, imta? ~ wagtê(h)?, fèn?', 
ilZây?, cf. WOIDICH (1979), pp. 87-8, and BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), maps 183 and 
187.' 

7 9 6 Some of these adverbs in eSA are: hnäk, hi'na, kih (~ K-form ki'de), cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 
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not recorded in BA ox Ax A), 9) ba'dën (not recorded in AxA)(and the 
conjunction baHd ma ~ ba'ad ma in BA and AxA). 

3.1.15.2.1. 
Forms derived from the root x-w-f, such as xäfallah for "maybe" were 

not recorded in BA or AxA. 

N.B. Cf. remark in following paragraph. 

3.1.15.2.2. 
kûd was not recorded in BA or AxA. Instead, a number of instances with 

yimkin were recorded, e.g.: yimkin fih sagir yitla' isgâwa, yugba gäli "Maybe 
there is a falcon which will grow up to be a sgawa~>91, it will be expensive 
(then)" (BA), and yimkin häda l'arab "perhaps this is the tribe (i.e. we are 
looking for)" (AxA). 

N.B. Since the instances available referred to desirable possibilities, and no 
instances of undesirable possibilities were recorded, a conclusion that yimkin is 
used for undesirable possibilities as well cannot be drawn here. 

3.1.15.3. 
One instance of bilhël "very" was recorded in BA: kân tâ'imha hiluw b 

ilhèl "its (f. sg.) taste was very good". Not recorded in AxA. 

3.1.15.4. 
biswês was not recorded in BA or AxA. 

3.1.15.5. 
Forms from the root x-w-f meaning "lest", or "for fear that" were not 

recorded in BA or AxA (cf. Ill, 3.1.15.2.). 

7 9 7 Apparently (here) a favoured type of falcon (sold to Arabs from the Gulf for hunting 
purposes), cf. also sagäw in BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1994) (root .y -q-w), and 
BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), map 439. 
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3.1.16. 

Suffixed prepositions in BA are: 

fo+*U ma'a + fi + ßg + min +*4) 'ind + 
SG 
3.m. Hh*2) ma'äh*!) fih fögu minnu 'indu 
3.f. lêha ma'ana fiha fögha minha 'indha 
2.m. lëk ma 'äk fik fögak minnak 'indak 
2.f. lèki ma'äki fiki fögki minki 'indki 
I.e. lay ma'äy fay ßgi minni 'indi 

PL 
3.m. lèhum ma'ähum fihum föghum minhum 'indhum 
3.f. lêhin ma'ähin fih in föghin minhin 'indhin 
2.m. lêku ma 'âku fiku fögku minku 'indku 
2.f. lëkin ma'âkin fikin fôgkin minkin 'indkin 
I.e. lèna ma'äna fina fôgna minna 'indna*^ 

*" The prepositions b and 'ala (of which the independent form 'a occurs as 
well) have a similar paradigm. 

The independent forms are la and 6798 (sometimes bi), not • /< and -ba, 
e.g.: la Ibint "to the girl", la Yihya "to Yahyà", b ilbint "with the girl", although 
ba 'innu "that he" was recorded twice. 

Enclitic b + suffix does not seem to be very regular, but was recorded (cf. 
Ill, 2.1.3.2.2.). Enclitic / + suffix is regular, but shorter allomorphs are used in 
that case: -lu, -lha, -lak, -Iki, -li ~ -fi, etc. (cf. Ill, 2.1.3.2.1.). 
*2> The h may seem absent when in pause, but is often clearly audible in 
sandhi (in terms of sandhi syllabication), e.g.: iy-hutt-'a-lè-hil-fil-fil "he puts 
pepper on it", i-dar-dis-lè-his-way-yih "he talks a bit to himself' (cf. remark 
*•*> in III, 3.1.12.2.). 
*') wiyya and war a have similar paradigms. 

Less regularly, the shorter, more typically group I forms were heard (from 
an older man): mâ'u, ma'ha (assimilated mahha, cf. remark *3) in III, 
3.1.12.2.), ma'i etc.. 

798 As is the case in eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), (for la) p. 271 (Anm. Nr. 1), and map 33 (p. 
332), (and for b) the texts. Cf. also WOIDICH (1979), p. 91, 4.5. The suffixed preposition in 
eSA has initial ;'-: du, (lha, (Iki, etc., cf. ABUL FADL (1961), pp. 222-3, and 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 375 and 377. 
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*4) min (or mn\ the high vowel may be dropped in sandhi) "from", and 'in 
"about", of which the independent form 'an occurs regularly, have similar 
paradigms. 

*5>The d of 'ind "with" when suffixed with 1st. p. pi. -na is only released 
nasally, i.e. the tongue remains in its position for the articulation of the 
following n. 

Prepositions recorded in AxA are: 

- The paradigm of la + suffix is identical to that of BA. The independent form 
is la. An enclitic form is gällu "he said to him". 
- The preposition b has a paradigm like la + suffix. The independent form is b, 
an enclitic use of b was not recorded. 
- ma' + suffix has short forms: ma'u "with him", ma'ha (~ mahha) "with her", 
ma'hum (~ mahhum) "with them". Both ma' and ma'a were recorded as 
independent forms. 
- Recorded forms of wiyya and wara are wiyyähin "with them (pi.)", and 
waräha "behind her". We can thus infer a complete paradigm (cf. Ill, 3.1.12.2.): 
sg. waräh, waräha, waräk, waräki, warây (cf. abûy), and pi. waràna, warâku, 
warâkin, warâhum, warâhin. 

-fi has a paradigm like in BA (only fay was not recorded). 
- min (of which the vowel i of the independent form may be dropped in sandhi) 
has a paradigm identical to that in BA. 
- The paradigm for 'ind is identical to that in BA. 

The preposition 'ugb was not recorded in BA or AxA; for "after" ba'd ~ 
ba'ad is current instead. 

3.1.17.1. 
Numerals in BA are: 

1. wähad ~ wähid (m.) / wdhada (f.)799, 2. tnên {tinten was not recorded), 3. 
talâta {tàlat~ once talât], 4. arbd'a, [arba') 5. xamsa {xams}, 6. sitta {sitt}, 

1. sab'a {sab'), 8. tamânya [tdman], 9. tis'a {tis'}, 10. 'dsara {'dsar). 

7 9 9 In eSA also wdhada, cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 368-369, and ibid. (1987), p. 
300 (several instances from sentence 20 onwards). "Alone" was recorded in BA as la 
wahdu, la wahdak, and la wähadha. 
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Numerals in AxA are: 
1. wähid (~ once wâhad) (m.) / wâhada (f.), 2. tnên, 3. talâta [tàlat}, 4. 
ârba'a {arba'}, 5. xamsa {not recorded}, 6. not recorded, 7. sab'a {sab'}, 8. 
tamânya {tâman}, 9. not recorded, 10. 'âsara {'âsar}. 

Time: 
ZM: isra'a /nën "two o'clock", issä'a talâta "three o'clock". 

Measures: 
BA: talâta kllu "three kilometres", 'âsara kllu "ten kilometres", xamsa mitr "five 
metres". 

Plurals with proclitic t-\ 
BA: talat t-inwâ' min il'ës "three types of bread", ba'id talat t-iyyäm "after three 

days". 
AxA: arba' t-iyyäm "four days", tâman t-ushur "eight months". 

Monetary units: 
BA: xamsa gnëh "five pounds", 'asara gnêh "ten pounds". 

Months of the Christian calender 
BA: sâhar arbâ'a "April", and iw ba'dên bidallu la 'asara fi I'ard "and after that 
they stay in the soil until October" 

3.1.17.2. 
Forms recorded in BA are: awwal, tâni, tâlit, râbi', täsi'. 

Forms recorded in AxA are: awwal, tâni, tâlit, râbi'. 

N.B. In BA: tâni yöm ~ ilyôm ittâni "the next day". 

3.1.17.3. 
In BA and AxA numerals from 11-19 end in -âsar (~ one instance of 

independently used tnâ'is in poetry in BA). 

Tens: 
BA and AxA: 'isrïn, talâtïn, arba'ïn, xamsïn, sittin, sab'ïn, tamânïn, tis'ïn. 

Recorded hundreds in BA are: miyya (when counted sg. follows mît) (also AxA), 

xumusmiyya. 

Recorded thousands in BA and AxA are: alf, alfin. 
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3.1.18. 
Like in group 1 (but no diphthongal -ayn), e.g. (BA): yömên "two days" 

(also AxA), sandten "two years" (also AxA), xatuwtên "two steps", 'agidtën "two 
bundles", rafften "two tent-sections". 

In BA the plural of id is aden, but idayy "my hands", and ïdëki "your (f. 
sg.) hands" were also recorded. The plural of rigl is riglên, and for widn "ear", 
both danën (!) and wdân were recorded. 

In AxA plurals adêh "his hands", and riglêk "your legs" were recorded. 

3.2. Verbal morphology. 

3.2.1.1. 
The perfect of measure 1 has the two basic vowel types in BA and AxA: 

CiiCiiCi and CiaCoaCj. 

In BA800 

"drink" "open" 

perfect 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. si'rib si'rbu fâtah fâtahu*» 

3.f. si'rbit si'rbin fdtahat fâtahin*2) 

2.m. sribt*1) sri'btu*^ fatdht fatâhtu 

2.f. sribti*1') srfbtin*1*) fatâhti fatâhtin 

I.e. sribt*» sri'bna*^ fatâht fatâhna 

*') Notice that the i as a reflex of (the first) *a in *CaCiC verbs is dropped 
when it is in unstressed open syllables in ßA801 whereas in AxA it is not dropped 
(e.g. siribt). A similar conjugation is found for: rikib "mount", nizil "descend, 
alight", g if il "lock", dihik "laugh", 'irif "know", fikir "think", fihim 
"understand", simi' "hear", ti'ib "get tired", kibir (~ kubur) "grow, increase", 
kitir (~ kutur) "become many", rigi' "return", fidil "remain". 

soo 

801 

eSA has a similar conjugation, except for the 2nd and 3rd p. f. pi. forms, which are only 
reported for the bedouin village of asSama'na, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), text on pp. 132-5 
(cf. fn 802 to HI, 3.2.1.2.). The forms listed here as m. pi. are in use as c. pi. forms in eSA. 
Forms indicative of such morphological restructuring like isribt, ilgit may be heard in 
eSA as well. Cf., for instance, ABUL FADL (1961), tli'na (p. 103, 1. 2), inzilt (p. 103, 1. 
10), irkiVi (p. 103,1. 12), and ibid. p. 231, d), 2. 
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*2) Notice the absence of vowel harmony in these verba! endings. A similar 
conjugation for: katab "write", sarad "flee", katal "kill", masak "take, grab", 
fatah "open", 'agab "please". 

3.2.1.2. 
The imperfect patterns for measure 1 are yiCiCzaCi, yuCiCiuC^, and 

yiCiC2iC-i, with only harmonized vowels of the imperfect prefixes of the i- and 
u- type imperfects in BA and Ax A. These patterns yield the following 
conjugations in BAß02 

"drink"*') "hit"«) "know"' 1=4) 

imp« irfect 
SG PL SG PL SG PL 

3.m. yisrab yßrabu*2'' yûdrub yûdurbu yi'rif yi'irfu 

3.f. tßrab yisrâbin*2) tûdrub yûdurbin ti'rif yi'irfin 

2.m. tßrab tisrdbu*^ tiidrub tûdurbu 
T 

ti'rif ti'irfu 

2.f. tisrâbi*T> tisràbin*2) tûdurbi tûdurbin ti'irfi ti'irfin 

I.e. âsrab nCsrab âdrub nûdrub d'rif nî'rif 

*D Notice the absence of vowel harmony in the imperfect prefix. A similar 
conjugation is found for: yi'mal "do", yihsal "happen", yixlas "end (intr.)", 
yiglat "make a mistake", y if dal "remain", yis'al "ask", yizra' "cultivate", yidbah 
"slaughter", yilbas "dress", yit'ab "get tired", yisba' "eat one's fill", yigta' "cut", 
yitrah "throw", yigma' "collect", yinfa' "be of use", yigdar "be able", yihfad 
"preserve", yirza* "compose rhymes during 5âm;>803", yisma' "hear". 

AxA has a similar conjugation, but stress in these forms is in conformity 
with III, 2.2.1. 511 a): yisrabu, yi'sma'u, etc. 
*2) Notice the absence of vowel harmony in the verbal endings. 

802 eSA has a similar paradigm, except for the 2nd and 3rd p. f. pi. forms, which are only 
reported for the bedouin village of asSama'na, cf. examples in ABUL FADL (1961): 
bithaddasan "they (f. pi.) speak", bigulin "they (f. pi.) talk", (p. 132, 1. 2). Notice, 
however, that in 1. 5 of the same text the c. pi. ga'dln, instead of the f. pi. ga'dât appears, 
which is an indication that the f. pi. is not entirely stable. 
The forms listed here as m. pi. are the c. pi. forms in eSA. Another difference between eSA 
and BA and AxA is that this 3rd p. c. pi. may end in -m: kdtabum (like in SaA, cf. II, 
3.2.1.2.), cf. W0IDICH(1979), p. 88. 

803 For sâmir, cf. fn 291 to I, 2.2.1.3. 
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*3) The conjugation in AxA is identical. Some verbs with a similar imperf. 
conjugation are: yug'ud "sit", yusrud "flee", yurgud "lie down (to rest)", yungiil 
"transport", yudxul "enter", yugsuf "strike dead", yumrut "squash", yunfux 
"inflate", yuhrut "plow", yubdur "sow", yuhsud "harvest", yudrus "thresh", 
yurgus "dance", yutbux "cook", yuktul "kill", yutlub "ask", yubruk "kneel (of a 
camel)", yunfiid "shake". 

*4) The conjugation in AxA is identical. A similar imperf. conjugation for: 
yinbis "scratch the ground", yixbiz "bake", yinzil "descend", yiglib "turn over", 
yimsik "take, grab", yihsib "consider", yiktib "write", yigsil "wash", and {CA 
measure IV:) yi'gib "please", yixrib "destroy", yi'ti "give", yitlig "let go, set 
loose". 

N.B. The gahawah-syndrome is not active in any of the C\ = X verbs. 

The conclusion can be drawn that in back environments u tends to be the 
base vowel, and in neutral environments i (cf. I, 1.2.3.2.). Through vowel 
harmony the vowel of the imperf. prefix is then assimilated to the high base 
vowel of regular verbs (yi- or yu-), but not in med. gem. or med. inf. verbs (cf. 
Ill, 3.10.1.2.4. and III, 3.10.1.2.7.). 

3.2.1.3. 

The perfects kutur and kubur were only recorded in BA through direct 
elicitation, never spontaneously. 

3.2.1.4. 

Like in group I, e.g.: tälib, tàlba, tâlbïn, tâlbât "having requested" (BA 
and AxA). 

N.B. In BA and AxA the a of the f. sg. active participle is lengthened when an 
object suffix follows, e.g.: mâskâha "having taken hold of it (f. sg.) (with the 
hands)", mwalldäha "having given birth to it (f. sg.)", ammha rägbäni "her 
mother wants me". An example in AxA: mhammiläh "having loaded (f. sg.) 
them (m. sg.) up" (for non-elision of i'm the last example, cf. Ill, 2.2.2.2.).804 

804 Tin eSA is treated similarly, e.g. banyâh "having built (f. sg.) it (m. sg.)", cf. WOIDICH 
(1979), p. 92, hassâhum mis nâmu "having noticed (f. sg.) that they hadn't fallen asleep", 
cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1987), p. 300, sentence 17, waklâha "having (f. sg.) eaten it (f. 
sg.)", ibid. p. 302, sentence 36. 
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3.2.1.5. 

The imperatives for these verb types are: israb, isrâbi, isrâbu, isrâbin 
(SA), and israb, israbi, israbu, israbin (AxA) "drink!", litlub, litulbi, iitulbu, 
utulbin "ask!" (BA and AxA), ihlif, ihilfi, ihttfu, ihilfin "swear!" (BA and AxA). 

3.2.2.1. 

Primae wâw verbs in BA are: wdga'-yoga' "hurt", wisil- yösal "arrive" 
(also AxA), wdsal - yösil "bring into contact" wdzan-yôzin, "weigh", wdsam -
yösim "brand", warad - yörid (also AxA).805 

N.B. "give birth" is wallad - ywallid. 

Imperatives of primae wâw verbs: 

"be careful !" "give water!" 
imperatives in BA: 

SG PL SG PL 
2 m. ö'a ô'u örid ördu 
2 f. ö'i ö'in ördi ördin 

Forms without the incorporated wâw were also recorded (BA): byiga'u 
"they fall", wigif - yigaf, and imperative igafl ~ ligaf', but also ôgaf! and 
àgafu.'.*06 

In AxA one imperative iw'i (f. sg.) was recorded. The complete 
conjugation is therefore presumably: iw'a, iw'i, iw'u, iw'in. 

Participles: 

Active and passive participles in BA are like in group I, e.g.: (active) 
wâgif "standing", wâ'i(y) "aware" (none recorded in AxA), (passive) mawgitd 
(also ArA). 

3.2.2.2. 
yibis, yêbas in BA. Not recorded in AxA. 

*°3 Primae wâw verbs in eSA have a morphologically patterned diphthong iw in the imperfect, 
e.g.: yiwsal "he arrives", yiwzin "he weighs". Exceptions are yigaf "he stands" and yiga' 
"he falls", cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 90. 

806 One informant claimed that dgaf~ ôgaf are the regular forms. 
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3.2.2.3. 

"eat"* in BA and AxA 
perfect 

SG PL 

3.m. kal kâlu 
3.f. kdlat kdlin 

2.m. kalt kdltu 
2.f. kdlti kdltin 

I.e. kalt kdlna 

imperfect 
SG PL 

yäkul yäklu 

tâkul yäklin 

täkul täklu 

täkli täklin 

äkul näkul 

* xad "take" has a similar conjugation in BA and AxA, but C3 is assimilated 
to t of a f-initial suffix: xatt "I took" etc. 

The imperatives are kul', kiilu!, kiilU, Mlin! "eat! (m.sg., f.sg., m.pl., 
f.pl.)", and likewise "take!" xud!, xiidi!, xiidu.', xiidin! (BA). Imperatives 
recorded in AxA are: xtidi, xiidu, kiili, from which we may distill a complete 
conjugation for AxA identical to that of BA. 

The act. participles are: wäkil, wäkla, wäklln, wäklät "having eaten", and 
wâxid, etc. "having taken" (BA and AxA), and "food" is waklsm in BA (not 
recorded in AxA). 

3.2.2.4.1. 
"sleep" 'mBA: 

perfect imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 

3.m. nam nämu ynâm ynâmu 

3.f. nâmat nämin tnäm y nämin 

2.m. nimt nimtu tnäm tnämu 

2.1. nimti ni'mtin tnâmi tnämin 

I.e. nimt nimna anäm nnäm 

807 In eSA we have identical forms: perfect kal, xad, act. part, wâkil, wâxid, and verbal noun 
wakl, cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 262, 265-267. Imperfects have the vowel u: 
yäkul, yâxud, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 110 (text from isSawälih, several instances), and 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1987), p. 304 (sentences 45, 47). 
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Other med. inf. verbs are (BA): gâm - gumt - ygüm "get up" (also AxA), §äl -
guit - ygûl "say"* (also AxA), säm - sumt - ysüm "fast", râh - ruht - yrüh "go 
(away)" (also AxA), tâh - tiht - ytlh "fall", bä' - bi't - ybï' "sell", sab - sibt -
ysîb "leave". 

Additional forms recorded in AxA include: nam - ynäm "sleep", säl - ysil 
"carry". 

* The 3rd p. f. sg. perf. gâlat is often shortened to got or gat in allegro 
style. 

N.B. Remarks made for group I are valid for BA and AxA as well: bisll ~ biysil, 
and biygûl ~ bigül, but never 'bs'il or 'bgül. 

3.2.2.4.2. 
Imperatives of mediae infirmae with short base vowels were not recorded 

in BA. 
Imperatives used with the verb gab, ygib "bring" are (BA): hât (m. sg.), 

had (f. sg.), hâtu (m. pi.), hâtin (f. pi.) (not recorded in AxA). 

When offering something in BA forms häk, häki, hâkum, häkin, with pers. 
pronominal suffixes are used, as opposed to the verbal suffixes in AA (the clue 
is the 3rd pers. m. pi.) (cf. remark in I, 3.2.2.4.2.) (not recorded in AxA). 

3.2.2.4.3. 
Like in group I, BA and AxA have 'âyiz, 'âyza, 'âyzln, 'âyzât. The only 

passive participle recorded in BA is (excusez le mot) manyûk, lit. "fucked", a 
term of abuse for passive homosexuals or other ill-liked male individuals (none 
recorded in AxA). 

3.2.2.5.1 
"forget' '*DinßA: "walk"*2) in BA and 

perfect 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. nisi(y) nîsyu mala mâsu 

31'. m'syit m'syin mdsat mâsan 

2.m. nsît nsltu tnasêt masêtu 

2.f. nsïti nsïtin masêti masètin 

I.e. nsît nslna masët masëna 
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*'> A similar perf. conjugation for: gili "boil (trans.)", gili "become 
expensive", ligi "find". 

The i in open unstressed syllables is not dropped in AxA, where forms like 
ma ligis "he did not find", and liglhum "he found them" were recorded. Other 
than that, the AxA conjugation is the same. 
*2> A similar perf. conjugation for: gara "be in school (i.e. receive an 
education)", 'ata "give", saga "water", gara "run", gala "boil (intr.)", rama 
"throw", 'awa "fall ill", baga "become". 

N.B. Short high vowels in unstressed syllables are dropped in BA, cf. smi't "I 
heard", and are therefore to be considered underlying \i\ in SA as well (cf. the 
rule described for nominals in I, 3.1.5.). In AxA these are to be considered 
underlying lal. 

3.2.2.5.2. 

"forget"*1) in BA and AxA: "walk"*2) in BA and AxA: 
imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 
3.m. yînsa yinsu yt'msi yimsu 
3.f. ti'nsa yi'nsin timsi yimsin 
2.m. ti'nsa tinsu timsi timsu 
2.f. ti'nsi ti'nsin timsi timsin 
I.e. ansa ninsa âtrisi nimsi 

*" A similar imperf. conjugation for (BA): yigra "go to school", yugba 
"become" (after metathesis of b and g, but baga "he became"), yilga (in BA and 
AxA, though more regularly ylägi in BA). 

*2> A similar imperf. conjugation for (BA): yigri "run", yisgi "give water", 
yigzi "raid", yi'wi "fall ill". 

Notice that *y is dropped in forms like yimsu, yimsin etc. (in contrast with III, 
3.2.3.3.1.) 

3.2.2.5.3. 

Apocopated (m. sg.) imperatives, like in group I, were not recorded in BA 

or AxA. Instead we have: l'msi! (m. sg.), and imsi! (f. sg.), imsu! (m. pi.), imsin! 

(f. pi.). 
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Instances of the adhortative xalli + suffix in BA are: xalllk harls "be 
vigilant", xalllki 'indhum "stay with them". In AxA: xallihin yäklin, but also 
xallhin yâklin (!) "let them (f.) eat". 

No instances of 2nd pi. suffixes were recorded, so the conclusion of an 
adhortative particle would be premature here for BA. The last AxA example 
must originally have been an apocopated imperative, but regarding its 
grammaticalization as a particle, no conclusions can be drawn here. 

3.2.2.5.4. 

Participles like in group I, e.g. active participles (BA) are: bâni(y), bânyîn 
"having built (m. sg., m. pi.)", and safi(y), sâfya "clear, pure (m. sg., f. sg.)". 
Examples in AxA: mälya "filling (f. sg.)", mâsi(y) "going", dâwya "returning in 
the afternoon (f. sg.)". 

Passive partciples (BA): mabni(y), mabniyya "built (m., f.)", and (in a poetic 
passage) mad'iyyät "invited (f. pi.)" (none recorded in AxA). 

3.2.2.5.5. 

No verbal nouns formed with the pattern miC\Cia were recorded in BA or 
AxA. Verbal nouns that were recorded in BA are: sawy "grilling", masy "going, 
walking" (none recorded in AxA). 

3.2.2.6.1. 

"come" in BA and AxAsoi: 

perfect imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 
3,m. I g a*1) igu yî|('*3) ylgu 
3.f. 'gat igin agi yïgin 
2.m. get gêtu agi tïgu 
2.f. gëti gètin agi tigin 
I.e. get*2) gêna agi nlgi 

*" With the preceding pronominal this proclitic fis not dropped in BA (no 
such instances recorded in AxA), but forms a diphtongal glide with the 
preceding a: hummd-ygu, hinnd-ygin "they came (m., f.)". 

Except for the f. pi. forms, these paradigms are also found in eSA, cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 
91. 
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Suffixed instances were recorded without the proclitic I- in BA, e.g.: in 
gâk "if he comes to you", and an optative gâki talag "may a bullet hit you (f. 
sg.)!", but comparable forms recorded in AxA do show the proclitic: ïgâha "he 
came to her", and îgâh "it (m. sg.) came to him". 
*2> Much less regularly, forms with è also have proclitic fin BA: ïgèt, etc., 
which may be indicative of a process of paradagmatic leveling in progress. In 
AxA such forms were not recorded. 
*3) When suffixed, the long f disappears and the final -i (or actually -j'y) is 
lengthened (cf. I, 2.1.2.3.), e.g. in BA: yglha "he comes to her", ygik "he comes 
to you". The same holds for ylgu, which becomes ygûk "they come to you". 
Similarly in AxA: ma ygîhâs matar "no rain comes to it (f. sg)". 

Where the b- imperfect occurs, forms like bigi and bigu may be heard 
(cf. remarks in I, 4.3.). 

3.2.2.6.2. 
The imperatives are ta'äl, ta'äli, ta'älu, ta'âlin. The / in m. sg. ta'âl is 

often dropped, and substituted by a glottal catch -* ta'â(') (a rare example of 
glottalization in pause) (BA and AxA). 

3.2.2.6.3. 
Like in group I: gây, gâya, gâyïn, gâyât (BA and AxA). 

3.2.2 .7.1. 

"pull tij ;ht" in BA and AxA: 
perfect * i) imperfect*2) 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. sadd sdddu ysidd ysi'ddu 
3.f. sdddat sdddin tsidd ysiddin 
2.m. saddêt saddêtu tsidd tsiddu 
2.f. saddèti saddêtin tsiddi tsi'ddin 
I.e. saddêt saddêna asi'dd nsidd 

*'> è in this conjugation is never diphthongal, cf. Ill, 1.2.4.1. 
*2> For the phonetic quality of the high vowel in the imperfect, cf. I, 1.2.3.2. 

N.B. Raising of a, as was observed in BaA (cf. I, 3.2.2.7.1.) and in group II (cf. 
II, 3.2.2.7.1.), does not take place in BA or AxA: raddêt, saddêt, hattet. 
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3.2.2.7.2. 
Like in group I. 

3.2.2.7.3. 
Active and passive participles in BA and AxA are like in group I, but the 

gahawah-Tule does not apply in passive participles. 

3.2.3.1.1. 
In BA measure n-1 is the basic passive to measure 1. The difference with 

group I is the absence of the an- prefix in the perfect, and stress, with the 
absence of raising of the a in the imperfect: (i)nhdsad, yinhdsid "be harvested", 
(i)nwdgad, yinwdgid "be found", (i)nkdtal, yinkdtil "be beaten/be killed".809 No 
instances of n-1 were recorded in AxA. 

3.2.3.1.2. 
Examples in BA: (i)nhâtt, yinhdtt "be placed", (i)nxddd, yinxddd "be 

churned", (i)ngdrr, yingdrr "be deceived, be mislead". 

3.2.3.1.3. 
An example in BA: (i)nbä', yinbä' "be sold". 

3.2.3.1.4. 
No examples were recorded in BA or AxA. 

3.2.3.2. 
When Cy is phonetically too close to the generally preferred passive 

marker n-, the passive marker t- is used in BA: (i)trdma, yitrdmi "be thrown", 
(i)tndsa, yitndsi "be forgotten", itnâk, yitnâk "be fucked" (no instances were 
recorded in AxA). 

3.2.3.3.1. 
Examples in ßA 8 1 0 are: (i)stdgal, yistdgil "work", (i)stdra, yistari(y) 

"buy", (i)ttdfag, yittdfig "agree". 

809 The same yinC\âC2iCz imperfect pattern is current in eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), map 30 
(p. 329), woiDICH (1979), p. 90, and BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), maps 245, 248, 252. 

810 Measure 1-r has the same patterns in eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), map 30 (p. 329), and 
BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), maps 244, 245. 
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N.B. The base vowel ! is not dropped in the imperf. pi. forms of the tertiae 
infirmae, but is maintained as y: yistdryu "they buy", yibtâdyu "they begin" (cf. 
nisyu "they forgot"). When object suffixes are added, however, the final -iy -* 
-I, as in yistarïh "he buys it (m.)" (no examples in AxA). 

In derived measures 2 and 3 y is regularly dropped, e.g.: ysawwu "they 
do", iydâwu dâwa "they administer medicine" (BA and AxA), but one would 
expect similar treatment of forms of measure n-\. Unfortunately, no such 
examples of measure n-1 are available. 

3.2.3.3.2. 
Examples in BA: (i)stâd, yistâd "hunt", (i)htâg, yihrâg "need" (none were 

recorded in AxA). 

3.2.3.3.3. 
Examples in BA: (i)rtadd, yirtadd "be returned", (i)ltabb, yiltabb "be put 

in place (of a tent)". An example in AxA: (i)htamm, yihtamm (b) "take an 

interest (in)". 

3.2.3.3.4. 
Examples in BA: mittdfig "having agreed", mintdfxa "inflated", mihtall 

"having occupied", mirtâh "at ease". Examples in AxA: muhtdram "respected", 
mihtàga "in need (f. sg.)", but also mixtilfin "differing (m. pi.)". 

3.2.3.4.1. 
Unlike the morphologically alternating a and i in group I, examples in BA 

and AxA show morphologically fixed a (i.e. like in measure t-2, cf. Ill, 
3.2.3.5.)811: (i)stdfham, yistdfham "inquire", (i)std'mal, yistd'mal "use", 
(i)stdkbar, yistdkbar "select for largest size" (also AxA). 

3.2.3.4.2. 
One example recorded in BA was in a gloss: ahl issör was explained as 

innäs Uli bistasäru "the people who consult", which shows that the mediae 
infirmae have ä in the imperfect. Another example occurred in a poetic passage: 
(i)stata't "you could", where the a in the perfect (i)statä' is shortened with a 
consonant-initial verbal ending following (none were recorded in AxA). 

su The same morphological patterns are found in eSA, cf. WOIDICH (1979), pp. 89-90, and 
BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), maps 254-9. 
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3.2.3.4.3 
No examples were recorded in BA or AxA. 

3.2.3.4.4. 
No examples were recorded in BA or AxA. 

3.2.3.4.5. 
Like in group I, examples of (active) participles in BA show i e.g.: 

mistafliim "having inquired", mista'idd "having prepared oneself, ready", and in 
AxA as well: mistahya "shy, bashful". 

3.2.3.5. 
BA and AxA have a morphological vowel distribution in measures 2 and t-

2 like in group I. Unlike in group Ï, the vowel of the ta- prefix of measure r-2 
has been dropped in all cases, e.g.: kâllam, ykâllim "speak", and (i)tkâllam, 
yitkâllam "talk". 

3.2.3.5.1. 
The situation in BA and AxA is like in group I. 

Examples of the imperfect (BA): bikâllmu "they speak", bihdttbin "they (f.) 
collect firewood", tbarrig "they (f. sg.) open wide (of eyes)". Examples in AxA: 
yhawwdu "they change direction", yhammlin "they (f.) carry", ygawwizha "he 
marries her". 
Examples of the perfect (BA): wallddat "she gave birth", walla' "he lit", and in 
AxA: tdlla'at "they (f. sg.) brought out", rdwwahat "she went home". 

Examples showing i-elision in sandhi: bigahhz ib tarlgtit "he prepares in 
his (own) manner" (BA), ywall' innâr "he lights the fire" (AxA). (for 
implications of the first example, cf. Ill, 2.4.3.). 

3.2.3.5.2. 
Examples in BA: Allah iymassîku b ilxêr "may God grant you a good 

evening", yhanniki "may He grant you good health", bingattih "we cover it". An 
example in AxA: ygaddlhum "he gives them lunch". 

3.2.3.5.3. 
In BA and AxA: wakkal, ywakkil "feed". 
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3.2.3.5.4. 

Examples of r-2 imperfects in BA: bitrabba "it (m. sg.) is trained", 
ibyittabba' "it (m. sg.) is trained", bissawwa "it (m. sg.) is done", yitlaggah "it 
(m. sg.) is pollinated", bissayyadüh "they hunt it (m. sg.)". In AxA: btitfaggad 
"she keeps check", tit'assa "she has dinner". 

Examples of r-2 perfects in BA: tgawwazt "you were married", thammar 
"it (m. sg.) was roasted". In AxA: ma t'allamùs "they were not educated", 
tgawwaz "he was married".812 

3.2.3.5.5. 
In BA and AxA the pattern for the verbal noun of measure 2 is taCiCiiC^, 

e.g. (BA): tahtlb "collecting firewood", tangit "sowing seeds by throwing them, a 
few seeds at a time, through the bug of the plough", tahmïs "roasting (of coffee 
beans)", and an example in AxA: ta'lim "education". 

C-i-y verbs have a verbal noun pattern taCxCjiyya, e.g. tarbiyyt iggamal "training 
of camels" (BA, none recorded in AxA). 

No examples of the verbal noun for measure f-2 were recorded. 

3.2.3.5.6. 
Examples of measure 2 active participles in BA: mtalli' "having brought 

up", mzaxxix "foul smelling", mkawwi' "lying curled up to sleep", mtayyis 
"stolid". In AxA: mgawwiz "having married", mrawwih "going home". 

Examples of measure 2 passive participles in BA: mxayyat "embroidered", 
mdarrâba "trained (f. sg.)". In AxA: mlâttama "veiled". 

Examples of measure r-2 active participles in BA: mitgawwiz "married", 
mit'allga "having been hung up (f. sg.)", mitwall'a "lit (f. sg.)". In AxA: 
mitgaddyïn "having lunch (m. pi.)". 

3.2.3.6. 
Like group I, BA and AxA have morphological vowel alternation in 

measure 3, and morphologically fixed a in r-3. Like in measure r-2, the vowel 
of the ta- prefix of measure r-3 has been dropped in all cases (cf. Ill, 3.2.3.5.). 

8 1 2 The same patterns itC\aCiCiaCi, yitC\aCiCiaC^ are found in eSA, cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 
89, BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 237-239. 
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3.2.3.6.1. 
Examples in BA: säfar, ysâfir "travel", (i)tkâwan, yitkâwan "fight", 

ithâsab, yithâsab "be held accountable". In AxA: xâlaf, yxâlif "oppose", (i)tgäda, 
yitgäda "take each other to court", (i)tsäkal, yitsâkal "resemble each other". 

N.B. The special semantic function reported for measure f-3 in AA (cf. I, 
3.2.3.6.1.) was not noticed in either BA or AxA. 

3.2.3.6.2. 
Examples in BA of measure 3 act. participles: (a loan) mwâdib "having 

put in order", and lexicalized tnhärib "warrior". In AxA: mräfig 
"accompanying", mtâgi(y) "having covered (as glossed to me, said of wind 
covering tracks)". 

Examples in BA of measure r-3 act. participles: mitgâwi "strong", mitxângîn 
"quarreling (m. pi.) with each other", and while explaining a poetic passage the 
CA loan mutawâdi' "behaving modesty and humbly". No examples were 
recorded in AxA. 

3.2.3.6.3. 
Verbal nouns of measures 3 and f-3 were not recorded in BA or AxA. 

3.2.3.7. 
Measure 4 is not productive in £A813, but was heard in poetry (BA): wi 

lawla 'atatna min hadâhum sabiyya, la kan yömha alba'una fi Ibalad galabât 
"and if not from among them a girl had come to us, then that day they would 
have satiated us with idle prattle". 

As a rule, however, forms that may originally have been measure 4 have 
been incorporated into measure 1 and have a CiaCiaC^, yiCyC^iC^, vowel 
distribution (cf. I, 3.2.1.1. and 3.2.1.2.) (BA): 'âta, yi'ti "give", wasal, yösil 
"bring into contact" (as opposed to wi'sil, yösal "arrive"), and the example yitlig 
gamal 'ala nâga "he lets a camel cover a she-camel". 

For AxA the situation is less clear; examples recorded only show the 
imperfect. These include: lammanna bylgi matar byitli' 'isib "when the rain 
comes, it brings forth green grass", and atlighafi ssahra ma'a ganam'l "I let her 
go into the desert with my goats and sheep." 

813 Nor is it reported to be in eSA. 
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A perfect of the pattern aC\C2aC->, was never heard in either of the two 
dialects. 

3.2.3.8. 
"become red' ' in BA: 

perfect imperfect 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. hmarr hmârru yihmârr yihmârru 
3.f. hmârrat hmârrin tihmârr yihmârrin 
2.m. hmarrët hmarrètu tihmârr tihmârru 
2.f. hmarrèti hmarrëtin tihmârri tihmârrin 
I.e. hmarrët hmarrêna ahmârr nihmârr 

Not recorded in AxA. 

3.2.3.9. 
Examples of quadriliteral verbs in BA: zâgrat, yzdgrii "ululate in joy" (also 

AxA), laxbat, ylaxbit "mix". 

The CiöCjaC?, and VC10C2/C3 verb-type does not appear to be current in 
BA and AxAß^ 

An example of a t- quadriliteral verb in BA: (i)tgaglad, yitgaglad "roll 
and bounce". 

No participles of quadriliterals were recorded in BA or AxA. 

4. Remarks on syntax. 

4.1. 

Some instances of tanwln were recorded in poetic passages, e.g. 
(underlined) (BA): 
baladin baha ssihhât dâyr iy'ayyit, 'alasân kisra yïgifi Ihärät "a land in which the 
beggar goes around crying, for a crumb of bread he goes through the alleys", 
and ihris li hâlakfi 'ayyu makänin kuntfih "be on your guard, in whatever place 
you may be". 

8 1 4 Nor is it reported to be in eSA. 
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Loans from CA such as masalan "for instance", tagrlban "approximately", 
gasbin 'an "in defiance of', etc. occur in BA and AxA as well. 

4.2. 

The negation of verbal forms in BA and AxA is regularly done with bi
partite ma . . . i,815 e.g. in BA: ma byilsigs "it does not stick". Verbal negation 
with a 3rd p. m. obj. suffix: ma suftûs "you (m. sg.) did not see him", and ma 
suftühs {ma suftühis #) "you (m. pi.) did not see him", ma y'irfühs (ma y'irfühis 
#), "they don't know it". Examples in AxA: ma gênas "we have not come", ma 
hafadâtis 'a ssirr "she did not keep the secret", ma ligls "he did not find". 

At times, when the second element follows a consonant, one may hear -si 
as the second element: ani ma baltafitsi warây "I don't look back (over my 
shoulder)". And in AxA: ma känsiflh bârûdi "there was no rifle". 

The negation of nominals (BA): ma biddls "I do not want", manls "not I". 
In one instance the negation enveloped the whole nominal predicate: mahü-smüs 
"it is not called ..." (cf. CaA ma-smûs). 

Sometimes ma is dropped: biddls arûh "I don't want to go" (BA), and 
iblâd, iyyâm biglha matar, w iblâd biglhâs "land, to which sometimes the rain 
comes, and land to which it doesn't come" (AxA). 

Also, only ma may be used for negation, and the a is then longer: ma . . . 
This was especially noticed in cases where the negation was intended to have 
more emphasis. Examples in BA: izzây arûh iw ma 'arûh? "how can I go and not 
go? (rhetorically)", ma kammdlin gölithin "they hadn't even finished their talking, 
(when I already...)", and hadd Allah ammimä bti'rif ilwakl ilhiluw "by God, my 
mother has no knowledge about tasty food". Examples in AxA: xalli bälak into, 
hü mä dabah algazäl. dabah gidiy "Take good notice! He did not slaughter the 
gazelle. He slaughtered a billy-goat", irruzz ma yâklu-lla Imalik "Only the king 
eats rice". 

815 Also in eSA, cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 93, where it is also remarked that sometimes mis + 
verb form is found (like the example mis nämu in the preceding fn), where in CaA one 
would expect ma + verb form + s (i.e.: ma namûs). 
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4.3. 
Like in group I, bi- and bu- occur alongside (i)byi- and (i)byu- (in more 

careful speech) in BA and AxA as well816, but ba- for 3rd p. m. sg. will not be 
heard in BA or AxA (no doubt related to the absence of vowel harmony of the 
prefix vowel in a-type imperfects (cf. Ill, 3.2.1.2.), e.g.: biktib "he writes", 
bithärib "he fights", bisüm "he fasts", bilgusdu "he aims at it (m. sg.)". 

With the verb "come" forms like blgi "he comes", blgu "they come" ~ 
bylgi, bylgu, etc. may be heard in BA and AxA. 

Instead of a development along the lines proposed in I, 4.3. (i.e. the 
generalization of bi- and bu- prefixes), these former forms may be directly 
related to older forms *biygi'y, *biygiiw etc. (like those heard in RA, SA and AA, 
cf. I, 3.2.2.6.1.), which then became blgi and blgu when stress shifted as 
described in I, 3.1.1.1.2.. (and iy —• ï, cf. I, 2.1.2.3.). Which of these two is the 
correct historical interpretation has to remain undecided in this case. 

The development described in I, 4.3. has in BA led to homophones in 
primae wâw verbs, basal "I arrive / he arrives", bazin "I weigh / he weighs", 
although in more careful speech the opposition is maintained: (1st. c. sg.) basal, 
bazin and (3rd m. sg.) (i)byösal, (ijbyözin. (Not noticed in AxA). 

4.4. 
In BA the future marker is ha-, e.g.: haylgi "he will come", hatithäsab 

"you will be held accountable", and tab'an hatilhagna gam ilraggi' ilbint minna 
"of course, an enemy tribe will come after us to get the girl back from us", rah 
was also recorded in one instance: rah yfnfa'ak "it will serve you". (Not 
recorded in AxA).817 

In addition, futurity may be expressed with suffixed bidd (cf. Ill, 4.11.). 

4.5. 
fih "there is/are", functions as a prepositional predicate of a nominal 

sentence in BA and AxA. The negation is ma fis. The alternative mâs, as heard in 
group I, was not recorded in BA or AxA. 

8 1 6 The b- imperfect is current in eSA as well, cf. texts in ABUL FADL (1961), passim, and 
WOIDICH (1979), p. 89. For the 1st p. c. sg. ba- occurs alongside b-, as in ba'arkab ~ 
barkab (this was not noticed in BA or AxA). 

817 In eSA the future particle is ha- as well, cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), maps 224-225. 
For the villages of il'Awâmra, Mît Ridên, and idDaydamön the particle lah-
(presumably < rah-) is reported. 
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4.6.1.1.1. 
Indepedent yôm was not recorded in the meaning of "when" in BA. In AxA 

there is the example yöm barak iygill ilkabis, gäm iw ga'ad "when he knelt down 
to carry the ram, he stood up, and (immediately) sat down". The conjunction 
lamma is more current in both dialects.818 

4.6.1.1.2.1. 
Examples from BA (ydmin was not recorded in AxA): iw yômin tûhusdu 

bithâllilu ti'mal ikwâm "and when you harvest it you winnow it and make piles", 
bêt issa'âr yômin ibyibnûh. ibyi'mâlu 'alêh hôs imn ïssagar "when they build the 
tent, they make a yard with it from bushes". 

4.6.1.1.2.2. 
Suffixed yômin was not recorded in BA or AxA. Instead, lamman may be 

suffixed (cf. Ill, 4.6.1.2.). 

4.6.1.1.2.3. 
In BA and AxA min yôm was not recorded. 

4.6.1.2. 
(Combinations with) lamma, is used much more often than (combinations 

with) yarn for "when" in BA and AxA. 

4.6.1.2.1. 
Examples in BA: lamma sâbâhu Masir gâllu .. . "when they raided Cairo 

(in the morning), he said to him...", lamma dabb illèl, nizlu 'an xêlhum, iw 
rabbatuhin "when the night fell, they got off their horses and tied them". (No 
instances were recorded in AxA). 

4.6.1.2.2. 
Examples in BA: 'ammu ismu Mot lAhmar fa lammannu Iga. . . "his 

uncle's name was Red Death, so when he came...", lammanhum ïgu 'ala Masir 
"when they came to Egypt". 

Examples in AxA: lammannu mât, albint râhat l âhilhe "when he died, the 
girl went (back) to her family", lammanhin xassin, ganam, il'ibid igat ch? 

818 In the eSA texts in ABUL FADL (1951) lorn or yarn does not appear as a conjunction, but 
lamma occurs instead, e.g. on p. 103,1. 2, p. 105, 1. 10. 
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tâlla'at ilganam "when they (f.) went in, the small cattle, the slaves came and 
what? They chased the small cattle out". 

Unsuffixed lamman for "when" was not recorded in BA or AxA. 

4.6.1.2.3. 

An example in BA: iw ruhna 'Ula libtidai w tâni-btidâ'i lamma êh? 
'addèna libtidâ'iyyih "and we went to the first class, and the second class of the 
primary school, until what? (until) We had gone through primary school." 

In AxA both lamma and lamman were recorded for "until", e.g.: iw sâru 
yisgûh xamir lamman muxxu çâb "and they were giving him wine to drink until 
he lost his wits", alii ygib 'asara, min git'an siigultu, w alii ygib xamsih, w alii 
ygib w alii ygib lamma .... fih il'isrin bi'ir "(there is someone) who brings ten 
of his flocks, and another brings five, and another brings, and another brings 
until ... there are (the) twenty camels". 

4.6.1.3. 

lam and blôm were not recorded in BA or AxA. 

4.6.2.2. 

An example in BA: hattan 'asarat 'alèh iGsûn bint i'Bâda "until Gsün bint 
'Bâda met him", {hattan was not recorded in AxA). 

Suffixed hattan was not recorded in BA or AxA. 

4.7.1. 

Examples in BA: "êh Uli gäbki ya mafdûha?" gâm guit lêha : "il'anz 
wallddat "What has brought you here, you shameful girl?" Then I said to her: 
"the goat has given birth", gâm ani bathi 'a Imëfa baga bint samlüla "I then 
baked bread in the mêfa, like a clever girl", innaharda shïna mn innôm,fa gâm 
êh? ammï taradatnl 'a ssarha "we woke up today, and then what? My mother 
forced me to graze the goats and sheep." 

One example in AxA, which is inconclusive since the following verb is 
3rd p. sg.: iw gâm dabah lèh alldham "So he then slaughtered the meat for 
himself.« 19 

i 1 9 Unconjugated gâm occurs regularly in eSA as well, cf. ABULFADL(1961), e.g., p. 132,11. 2 
and 4, but instances of conjugated gâm may be found too, as in ibid. p. 90,1. 20, and p. 91, 
1.10. 
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4.7.2. 
In BA râh is used in a similar sense as gäm, although in the instances in 

which it was encountered conjugation occurred more regularly than in the case 
of gäm, e.g.: râhat sirbit mi ssäfya "she then drank from the clear (water)", râh 
dah latasu "this one then struck him", but also unconjugated as in râh nabasinfi 
ssakan "they (f.) then scratched the sand (with their paws)" (if this last example 
was not misheard for râhin nabasin). 

Instances recorded in AxA still show the literal sense of "go": xad algazâl, 
iw râh waddâha 'ind gânamu "he took the gazelle, and went and brought it to 
his small cattle", w abûh râh gâl lêh "and his father went and said to him". 

4.7.3.1.1. 
Unsuffixed inkän was not heard in BA or AxA. 

4.7.3.1.2. 
Examples in BA: 'amalak hayinfa'ak, inkânnu kwayyis rah yinfa'ak "your 

actions will be of use to you. If they (m. sg.) are good, they will be of use to 
you", and iw lannu bisâwir lay b idu lismäl, iw bi'mal lay kidahó, bigül : 'kânnak 
'äyz itmüt, 'addi giddâmï 'asân ani ma baltafitsi warây!' "and there he signals to 
me with his left hand, and he does like this to me, he says: 'if you want to die, 
go ride in front of me, because I never look back over my shoulder"', (inkän., 
independent or suffixed, was not recorded in AxA). 

The doubling of n in these cases is a clear indication of the 
grammaticalization of kän. 

4.7.3.1.3. 
Examples in BA: wallah, w ilkän ilbint 'äyza Iwalad, biysüfu hum biddhum 

mahir gaddëh "By God, and if the girl wants the boy, they see how much dowry 
they want." ilkän hadd 'indu gawad^20, iw hü gäd 'alêh gabil kida, yigba yirtadd 
ilgawad lëhfi Ifarah "if somebody has an animal for slaughter, and he (i.e. the 
other person) brought an animal for slaughter to him before that, then the 
animal for slaughter is returned to him with the wedding feast". 

An example in AxA: ilkän axük, axük, w ilkàn axüne, axüne "if he is your 
brother, he is your brother. And if he is our brother, he is our brother". 

820 gawad: an animal which is led to the farah as a gift to be slaughtered, cf. BAILEY (1974b), fn 
40. 
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4.7.3.1.4. 

Examples in BA: iza kân ilmatar badri awwal issana "if the rain is early in 
the beginning of the year", lâkin izkàn ragil bigid ... "but if it is a man, he says 
..." (iza or iz was not recorded in AxA). 

4.7.3.1.5. 

Independent kân as a conditional particle was not recorded in BA or AxA. 

4.7.3.1.6. 

An example in BA (none in AxA): iw yidbdhu limhilliyyah, kän ras walla 
men "and the hosts slaughter, be it one or two heads (of small cattle)". 

4.7.3.2. 

No examples of conditional sentences without a conditional particle were 
recorded in BA or AxA. 

Instead, law is often used in BA and AxA, and it is not reserved for the 
irrealis, e.g. law iga matar yugba kwayyis xdlis "if the rain came, that would be 
very good". 

4.8.1. 

My BA and AxA material showed no instances of the presentative ar'(i) or 
ir'(i). 

4.8.2. 

häy or hayy was not recorded either in BA or AxA. 

4.8.3. 

The particle denoting a sudden turn in a narration in BA and AxA is 
(w)lan, where in group I we have (w)lin. Examples in BA: iw lannu bisâwir lay b 
idu lismâl "and lo, he (suddenly) beckons me with his left hand", iw lannu bigid 
"and (suddenly) he says", iw lanha bitgitl "and she (suddenly) says", and 
unsuffixed as in Ian axtu bitgül "suddenly his sister says". 

Examples in AxA: iw lannu birïg ixwânu-lli hum min abüh "and there he 
visits his brothers who are his father's (sons)", wallah iw yigi mrawwih iw Ian 
ma'u. . . silwit bi'rdn, ib ruzzhin, wallâh iw hâda-lli sâr "By God, and he came 
on his way home, and there he had with him... a troupe of camels, with their 
rice (i.e. loaded on their backs), by God, and that is what happened". 

This Ian presumably developed from intensifying particles *la + *'inn. 
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Both linn ~ la inn (*li + *'inn) are used for "because" in BA, as in linnu 
zam&n ma kânis fi byut "because in the old days there were no houses". 

In AxA li'inn and la'inn were also recorded, e.g.: la'inn 'indhum zaka 
"because they have intelligence", and li'innu law 'irifnuss il'ihn ka'inn gadd Uli 
garâh kullu "because they (m. sg.) if they know half of (all) knowledge, it is as 
if he is as (learned) as someone who has studied it all". 

More regular however, is 'asân, which may be suffixed (with doubling of 
the n when vowel-initial suffixes follow), e.g.: 'addi giddamï 'asân ani ma 
baltafitsi warây! "go ride in front of me, because I don't look back" (SA), 
'asännu bihibb ilbint "because he loves the girl" (AxA). 

4.8.4. 
The particle wlä + was not recorded in BA or AxA. 

4.9. 
Examples in BA of gêr ~ gar (from *gayr) + imperfect: gêr addiki "I shall 

most certainly give you (f.) ...", and gär itgümi tithiy rgifên "you must go and 
bake two loaves". Examples in AxA: gêr âxd ilbint. "ya'ni. . . ib hawâk, iw 
gasbin 'annak, wäxidha "I shall take the girl, with your permission, or in 
defiance of you, I shall take her". 

Notice that an unexpected reflex of *ay is à in gär (both BA and AxA), 
which occurs with the expected reflex ê in gêr (cf. I, 1.2.4.1.). 

4.10. 
An example in BA: inzil, la-hukk garnfi21 w âklakl "Come down, I will 

(certainly) rub my horn and eat you!" (no example recorded in AxA). 

4.11. 
In BA and AxA, "want" or "need" is expressed by suffixed biddS22, e.g. 

(BA): biysüfu hum biddhum mahir gaddêh "they see how much dowry they 
want", bidd-agra 'ani, min awwal issanah l âxirha "I want to study, from the 
beginning of the year until its (f. sg.) end". An example in AxA: biddna nisrab 
"we want to drink". 

82 ! In these stories the gitlah often first rubs her horn before she eats her victims. 
822 In eSA bidd is current as well, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), map 386. 
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An example of bidd with an added sense of futurity: bidd-akallmak 
innahârda 'an. . . "I shall tell you today about..." (BA), and "ta'ä! ta'âl ya 'ihn 
ilkalb! intih. . . täxd algazäl, w itgül : ' bidd-axalltha tsîr ikwayysih, atligha fi 
ssahra ma'a ganaml. w intafi lyöm Uli xatthe, tidbahha, iw tiswïha la wilïytak?' 
gäl la Imalik : 'ma sàr. ' '" Corne here! Come here, you son of a dog! You... took 
the gazelle and said: 'I shall make sure it will be well, I'll set it loose in the 
desert with my small cattle.' And on the day you received it, you slaughtered it, 
and roasted it for your wife?' He said to the king: ' That is not what happened.' " 
{Ax A). 

An instance of bidd expressing purpose ("in order to") is not available for 
BA, but in AxA we have: w ana Imawdu' häda kullu ya galält almalik, 'amaltu 
bidd-asbit hagigih "And I, Sire, I did all this in order to establish the truth". 

N.B. Examples where bidd expresses necessity from the perspective of the 
speaker: iwfih igmäl biddak itrùh ma'ähin "there are camels you will have to go 
with" (BA), and biddna ssâ' nimsi "we still have to go (further)" (AxA). 

4.12. 
Examples in BA: y a Yüsif, inta 'äd itgïblina êh? itglblina 'es mi Imidlna 

"Yüsif, you get us what then? You get us bread from the town", bass lay 
kidahuwwa, iw hü 'äd issä' ma n'adalsi "he looked at me like this, while he had 
not sat up straight yet". 

Examples in AxA: biygül 'âd huwwa èh? "so he says what?", and 
gaddâhum 'äd "so he gave them lunch". 

4.13. 
In BA and AxA only metathesized yugba (~ less often yigba) was 

recorded, e.g.: 
iw igu garb ilharam, iw bayydtu. yugba ilbärih fi Imadîne, w illêlafi ssahra -
salient 'a nnabi? - yugba liwlâd nämu, w Abu Zèd sâhi "and they came to the 
west (or north?) of the pyramids, and spent the night. So the preceding day 
(they were) in town, and the (following) evening in the desert -have you (pi.) 
blessed the Prophet? - So the boys slept, while Abu Zed stayed awake." (BA). 
iw râhat ib bâtinha näzla 'ala ssêf, xallat issêf yitla' min dâhirha, iw nâmat 
gambhum. yugba IFâtha la rwähhum gami'an w amwât ilmuslimïn "and with her 
belly she went down on the sword, and let the sword come out her back, and fell 
down beside them. So the Fätihah (was read) for all their souls, and the dead 
muslims." (BA). 
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An example in AxA: yugba-hna ssâ' ma genas 'arab 'ärbah "so we have 
not yet reached the 'arab 'ärba". 

4.14.1. 
The imperative of narrative style does not seem to be as frequently used as 

in the dialects of group I, and those further to the east and southeast823. 
Nonetheless, one example in BA is: iw hätu l'iyâl iw garrûhum iw haffaiühum 
alèfbê "and they brought the children and let them study and taught them the 
(Arabic) alphabet". 

The speaker of this text later spontaneously (i.e. he was not guided by a 
question) corrected haffaiühum to haffdühum. The z. in the former indicates that 
a K-form was used, of which the morphology (the a in the second measure 
imperfect in emphatic environment conforms to the CaA system) was 
maintained. 

In AxA no instances were recorded. 

4.14.2. 
Examples in BA: zamân kân hiyya btilbas ittôb ilbadawi limxayyat "in the 

old days she used to wear the embroidered bedouin dress", kân Isra'il mihtalla 
Sïna "Israel was occupying Sinai". In a poetic passage: wi lawla 'atatna min 
hadàhum sabiyya, la kän yömha 'asba'üna fi Ibalad galabât "and if not from 
among them a girl had come to us, then that day they would have satiated us 
with idle prattle". 

An example (two instances) in AxA: iw 'arab 'ärbah humma mis 'arfin hi 
ba'idih walla grayybih, ibyisma'u bêha sami'. iw kân iy'ëh? ydrkabu gmälhum, w 
iyrühufën? 'ala 'arab 'ärbah. ba'ad talat t-iyyâm, iw kân yôrdu lêhum 'ala bïr, 
gâl lêh. . . "and (of) the 'arab 'ärba they did not know whether they were 
(living) far away or near. They would (only) hear of them. And then they what? 
They mounted their camels, and went where? To the 'arab 'ärba. After three 
days, while they were getting themselves water from a well, he said to him..." 

Two examples in AxA show that unconjugated kân may also be used for 
the irrealis: yâ rët law ana kân badriy kida kân iddètlak almït bi'ïr "If only I had 
known this, I would have given you the hundred camels", and law ani a'rif 

823 Cf. PALVA (1977) and (1984), BLANC (1970), pp. 28-9 (139-140), and STEWART (1987), p. 
10. 
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isimkiy, kân guit lèkiy ' sukran' "If I knew your (f. sg.) name, I would have said 
'thankyou' ". 

4.14.3. 

In BA the ethical dative is frequently used to "present the story" to the 
listeners, e.g. (instances underlined): (introducing a story) - colli 'a nnàbi - kân 
lèku fih bint iw walad "Bless the Prophet! - There were (lit. for you (m. pi.)) a 
boy and a girl", ilgül dih gara. . . iygîb libtâ'. . . iw masa lëku êh? yigri ygïbha 
"this gül ran... to get this thing ... and went (lit. for you) what? He ran to get 
her", iga lèku min? iga lêhin gûl, iyxabbit lèhin 'ala Ibâb "who came (lit. to you 
(m. pi.))?... the gûl came to them (f.), and knocked on the door for them", iw 
gain Uk kalha "and he then (lit. got up for you) and ate her ". 

These examples also corroborate Stewart's remark (cf. fn to I, 4.14.3.) 
that the ethical dative often appears in combination with the verb "come". In 
AxA no instances were recorded. 

4.15. 

An example recorded in BA: kân zamân igrâr*2*, igrâr fuxxâr. . . (w 
ilmayyah) fi ligrâr. fi dahr iggamal, biyhuttu 'ala ggamal sitta w taman garrot iw 
'asar garrât. "In the old days (we had) jugs, earthenware jugs... (and the water 
was) in jugs. On the back of the camel. They used to put six, eight, ten jugs on 
the camel". (No such instances were recorded in AxA). 

4.16. 

Examples in BA: ya'ni issi'ïr w ilgamih zayy ba'ddhin "that is, barley and 
wheat are alike", Ragab iw Sa'bân iw Ramadan, dôlah kulliythin mawâsim 
"Ragab, Sa'bân, and Ramadan, all of these are seasons". 

In AxA: xussi. . . ib bahamki b ganamki, xussi fi Ikarim xallihin yàklin 
"Enter... with your (large) cattle, with your small cattle, go into the garden and 
let them eat" and a larger number in: iflân gâb algazâl, iw gab almït bi'ir, iw 
wiyyâhin gidiy "so-and-so brought the gazelle, and brought the hundred camels, 
and with them a billy-goat". 

824 garra, grâr "jug for transporting water", also reported for eSA, cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH 
(1985b), map 443, and WOIDICH (1979), p. 97. 
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5. A sketchy remark on pitch. 

The type of pitch/stress, as impressionistically described for group I, was 

not observed in BA or AxA. 
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IV. A description of Dwëgriy Arabic. 

On the peninsula of azZuglpah, and along the southern shore of the 
BardawiP25 Lagoon in North Sinai, the bedouin tribe of the Dawagrah*26 (sg. 
Dwègriy, their dialect will be referred to as DA) have settled. Together with 
their neighbours to the south west, the Biyyâdiyyah, and their neighbours to the 
east, the Sawärkah, they make a living as fishermen on the lagoon.827 The 
young girls and women supply their income raising small cattle and growing the 
traditional crops, such as watermelons and dates. Their full settling must be of a 
rather recent date, as there are still elderly people who remember their seasonal 
trek to Palestine and Egypt in search of pasture for their small cattle, and to 
work as farmhands during harvest time. Many of their houses, especially off the 
main road, still have a semi-permanent character and are built of reed mats and 
palm leaves, although more and more concrete construction is taking place, 
especially near the main road. 

Being of the despised Htëm offspring, they must have lived a relatively 
isolated existence. Although they are direct neighbours to the Biyyâdiyyah*-*, in 
this socially isolated position they preserved many remarkable characteristics of 
their dialect which are strongly reminiscent of the dialect spoken by the Mtër 
north of Hufi'tf (Hofuf) in Saoudi Arabia829, and the southern Nagdiy dialect 
spoken near Nagrân. 

25 SUQAYR(1916), p. 189, traces the name Bardawil back to Baldwin I, the crusader king who 
died in northern Sinai A.D. 1118 on his way back to Jerusalem. BAILEY (1984), pp. 49-50, 
reports the story locally told by the bedouins about Barduwll and his magic helmet. 

26 ABU ZAYD (1991), p. 291 relates a popular story which traces their name back to an 
unknown common ancestor, who, after a long period of hunger on the Arabian peninsula, 
arrived with his young son in a mag'ad of men in northern Sinai. The young boy then 
boldly attacked the food served in the mag'ad, without waiting for an invitation, or asking 
for permission to do so. People later, when speaking to the father, referred to the boy as 
j i b d u "your son Dâgir, i.e. "he who attacks (the food)". 
In total, some 3,000 boats go fishing daily on the lagoon, except during the off-season in 
winter (sometimes 4 months), each with a crew of 2 to 3 men. 
I have noticed, however, that Dawâgrah who live in Blr al'Abd tend to adapt their speech 
to the group Ill-type. I have not observed the reverse. 

829 Cf. PROCHAZKA (1988) 
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